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SUMMARY 
In this thesis, methods are developed for analytically 
determining the pressure field in an elastohydrodynamic (EHD) 
system, assuming that experimentally obtained film thickness data 
are available. The EHD system consists of two elastic bodies with 
non-conforming surfaces, separated by a thin fluid film which is 
entrained between them due to their relative motion. In addition, 
there is a normal force transmitted between the bodies through the 
fluid. The hydrodynamic pressures generated in the fluid are suffi-
ciently high to elastically deform the solid surfaces. Hence, the 
liquid is subjected to the dynamic application of high pressures and, 
in some cases, high shear rates. 
By using experimentally obtained film thicknesses in the 
analysis, the pressure is computed through consideration only of the 
elasticity of the solid components; no assumption need be made about 
the rheological behavior of the fluid. Due to the small film thick-
nesses involved, the pressure is assumed constant through the film 
thickness. Therefore, the same pressure distribution acts on both 
surfaces. The problem of obtaining the relation between pressure 
field and surface deformation is formulated in terms of a stress 
boundary value problem, with the pressure being manifested as a 
normal surface traction acting o^/er a portion of the surface of each 
body. 
Two cases are investigated - the two-dimensional case, in 
which the solid bodies consist of two parallel cylinders or a cylinder 
Vlll 
and a half-plane; and the three-dimensional case, consisting of two 
spheres or a sphere and a half-space. Solutions to the elasticity 
problems for the cylinder and the half-plane are obtained through 
use of the complex representation of plane elasticity. Solutions 
for the sphere and half-space are expressed in terms of Boussinesq-
Papkovich potentials. An error analysis is presented to demonstrate 
the feasibility of the methods, and to ascertain the effects of 
experimental errors in film thickness on the calculated pressure 
distributions. Also given are listings of computer programs developed 
to accept as input the film thickness values throughout the EHD zone, 
and compute the pressure field for both two- and three-dimensional 
cases. 
Since the pressure fields obtained by the methods developed 
herein are independent of the state of the liquid, a subsequent 
investigation may use the results of this work to study the behavior 
of liquids subjected to non-equilibrium thermodynamic conditions, such 
as those developed in an EHD process. 
IX 
NOMENCLATURE 
The following symbols are employed in the text. Where 
necessary for clarity, the equation or figure in which a symbol 
is first defined is given in parentheses. 
a Half-width of EHD region 
a Expansion coef f i c ien ts 
a . . Matrix of coe f f i c ien ts fo r l inear algebraic system 
b. Vector of unknowns for l inear algebraic system 
c sin 6 (Figure 15) 
C Region over which pressure acts 
C(k,e) Cosine in tegra l (equation (34)) 
c. Vector of unknown r ight-hand sides fo r l inear 
algebraic system 
F ,F Surface t rac t ions in x,y d i rec t i ons , respect ively x y 
h(x) Film thickness 
h (x) Surface separation in unloaded conf igurat ion 
fc Unit vector in z -d i rec t i on 
M Number of terms used in pressure expansion 
N Number of data points used 
p Concentrated force 
p(x) Pressure 
p (x) Expansion functions 
p ,q Unknown pressure coefficients 
P Total normal load 
X 
P Legendre polynomial 
r Position vector 
r Radius of cylinder or sphere 
r. Residuals 
i 
r-,,r? Geometric quant i t ies fo r the cy l inder (Figure 5) 
( r ,e ) Polar coordinates 
R-, ,a Transformed variables of in tegrat ion (Equation (74)) 
(R,a) Location of concentrated load on half-space (Figure 14) 
s sin0 (Figure 15) 
S(k,6) Sine integral (Equation (34)) 
u(r) Displacement vector 
u(x) Surface deformation 
u(x;£) Surface deformation for concentrated load problem 
u,v Displacement components in x,y directions, respectively 
u-, (x) ,u~(x) Surface deformation of bodies 1 and 2, respectively 
x Location of a point on the surface of solid body, or 
of a point in the film plane 
/^ 
x Distance measured from point of contact of surfaces 
in undeformed configuration 
(x,y,z) Cartesian coordinates - fixed reference system 
(X,Y,Z) Cartesian coordinates - reference system oriented 
with concentrated load 
i fl 
z Complex variable, = x + iy or re 
Z-. jZp Location of concentrated loads on surface of cylinder 
(a>3) Geometric quantities for the cylinder (Figure 5) 
(a,3) Spherical polar coordinates - sphere (Figure 16) 
a Half-angular extent of EHD region for the cylinder 
(a ,3 ) Coordinates describing location of concentrated load 
for the sphere 
Y Rigid-body translation of solid bodies 
n(r) General function obtained as part of total solution 
to elasticity problem (e.g., stress, strain, 
displacement component) 
G-.,e2 Geometric quantities for the cylinder (Figure 5) 
0 ,0-|,62 Geometric quantities for the sphere (Figure 15) 
A,u Lame elastic constants 
\> Poisson's ratio 
1 Location of concentrated load applied to boundary 
p Distance of point on surface of half-space, measured 
from concentrated load (Figure 14) 
pQ,p-,,Pp Geometric quantities for the sphere (Figure 15) 
T.. Stress components 
4>,^,^ Potential functions 
<J>i ,̂-| Potential functions for singular solution of the sphere 
<J>2>̂ 2 Potential functions for residual solution of the sphere 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The physical properties of a liquid depend to a large extent 
on the conditions to which the liquid is subjected. An experimental 
investigation into the behavior of a liquid must, out of practical 
considerations, be performed over a limited range of conditions. The 
investigation may yield enough information to arrive at constitutive 
equations for the liquid, which essentially yield the characteristic 
coefficients of the material medium. Such constitutive relations 
describe the behavior of the liquid over the range of conditions of the 
investigation. However, the same constitutive equations may prove 
inadequate in describing liquid behavior over a different range of 
conditions. For instance, the physical behavior of a liquid under 
moderate temperatures and pressures and quasistatic conditions may 
differ significantly in character from that at more extreme conditions 
of high pressure, low temperature, or high shear rate. The character 
of the physical response of a liquid may thus depend on its state, as 
described by specification of the thermodynamic variables, and the 
manner in which this state is changing. 
Most experimental investigations into the physical properties 
of liquids under extreme pressures and temperatures are performed 
under static conditions. Investigations of viscoelastic or glass-
transition behavior have been made using dilatometry [1,2]*, 
^Numbers in brackets denote references cited in the Bibliography. 
differential scanning calorimetry [2,3], dielectric techniques [4], 
and light-scattering analysis [5], all with the system at, or 
slightly perturbed about, a thermodynamic equilibrium state. Even 
under these conditions, the manner in which the experiment is per-
formed (i.e. the thermodynamic history of the substance) may affect 
the properties of the material being considered [1,3]. It appears 
reasonable, therefore, that when the liquid is subjected to the 
dynamic application of high pressure, for instance, the liquid's 
response may differ significantly from its behavior under the same 
high pressure but under equilibrium conditions. The rate of appli-
cation of the pressure, as well as its magnitude, may affect the 
description of the physical properties of the liquid. It is, 
therefore, of interest to study the physical behavior of liquids 
under dynamic, or non-equilibrium thermodynamic conditions. 
In such a study, it is important to know the thermodynamic 
state of the liquid, in order to obtain an accurate description of 
the conditions to which the liquid is subjected. Since the physical 
properties are expected to depend on the independent thermodynamic 
variables of pressure and temperature, as well as on the rate at 
which they change, an accurate description of the pressure and 
temperature fields as a function of position and time is essential 
to an understanding of the liquid's behavior. 
In order to examine the behavior of the liquid in such a 
dynamic state, the following system is introduced. Consider two 
elastic bodies whose surfaces are non-conforming, separated by a 
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fluid which is entrained between them due to their relative motion 
(Figure 1). This motion is such that the rate of change of the normal 
approach between the two solid bodies is zero. Furthermore, let there 
be a normal force transmitted between the bodies through the fluid. 
Since the surfaces of the solid bodies are non-conforming, the hydro-
dynamic pressure generated in the liquid film in order to support the 
normal load is sufficiently high to elastically deform the solid 
components of the system. Hence, the liquid is subjected to high 
pressures and, in some cases, high shear rates as it is forced to 
pass between the surfaces. Such a system will be referred to in this 
work as an elastohydrodynamic (EHD) system. Such systems arise in 
practice in the lubrication of non-conforming, machine elements such as 
gears, cams, and rolling element bearings. The behavior of the liquid 
under EHD conditions is not well understood, in part because the severity 
of the operating conditions inhibits knowledge of precisely what these 
conditions are . In spite of the experimental difficulties, a great 
deal of research, both analytical and experimental, has been devoted 
to the study of elastohydrodynamic lubrication, and significant progress 
has been made in understanding the EHD process. 
It is therefore of interest to study the behavior of liquids 
when subjected to an EHD process, both for the purpose of under-
standing in more detail the lubrication mechanism, and for gaining 
a more fundamental understanding of the behavior of liquids under non-
equilibrium conditions. The EHD process is a convenient device for 




Figure 1. The EHD System 
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of extensive research efforts of the last several years in the area 
of elastohydrodynamic lubrication. In addition, the EHD system pro-
vides a convenient means for subjecting a liquid to thermodynamic 
states not easily attained otherwise. 
The successful use of the EHD process for this purpose depends 
on the ability to determine with reasonable accuracy the thermodynamic 
variables - pressure and temperature - and the velocity of the liquid. 
Detailed mappings of the fluid temperature, averaged through the 
thickness of the film, may be obtained experimentally by detecting the 
infrared radiation emitted from the EHD zone [6,7]. A reasonable 
approximation for the velocity field may be estimated from the kine-
matics of the solid components. In order to complete the description 
of the thermodynamic state of the fluid, it is therefore necessary 
to determine the pressure to which the fluid is subjected during 
its passage through the EHD zone. With this information - the 
pressure field, the experimentally obtained temperature field, and the 
estimated velocity field - one has a complete description of the thermo-
dynamic state of the liquid and how that state changes with time as the 
liquid passes through the EHD zone. This description of the conditions 
to which the liquid is subjected may then be used to study the behavior 
of the 1iquid itself. 
The primary scope of this thesis, then is to provide the missing 
piece of information so that such a study may be undertaken; that is, 
to analytically determine the pressure distribution in the EHD zone. 
As will be shown subsequently, this will primarily involve the 
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determination of the response of the solid components of the system 
to an arbitrary loading distributed normal to their surfaces. 
In the discussions and analyses of the EHD region which follow, 
two types of configuration will be under consideration. In the two-
dimensional case, the solid components of the system consist either 
of two elastic cylinders with parallel generators, or an elastic 
cylinder and an elastic plate. The three-dimensional case will here 
refer to two elastic spheres, or an elastic sphere and an elastic 
plate. 
Previous research efforts in the area of elastohydrodynamic 
lubrication have also sought to determine the pressure distribution 
in the EHD zone both analytically and experimentally. Among the 
earliest two-dimensional efforts was that of Grubin (see [8]), who 
obtained an approximate solution by assuming the deformation of the 
solid surfaces to be identical to that obtained by Hertz for the dry 
contact problem (see [9]). The pressure distribution was then assumed 
by Grubin to be Hertzian except near the fluid inlet region, where a 
higher pressure was assumed to be generated hydrodynamically to effect 
a separation of the surfaces. These assumptions were based primarily 
on physical insight into the problem, and in fact violate the equa-
tions of elasticity and hydrodynamics. Nevertheless, the analysis was 
used quite successfully by Grubin to predict film thickness, and has 
since been extended to predicting frictional forces [10], incorpora-
ting thermal effects [11], and analyzing the three-dimensional 
problem [12]. The Grubin-type analysis, while yielding many useful 
and practical results, assumes a Newtonian fluid, which further 
restricts its generality. Additional efforts to incorporate a 
non-Newtonian fluid in simplified analyses of the EHD problem have 
merely assumed a Hertzian pressure distribution throughout the zone 
[13,14]. 
More rigorous analytical and numerical solutions, in which 
no initial assumption is made concerning the shape of the pressure 
or film thickness profile, have appeared in the literature. Such 
analyses require simultaneous solution of those equations which 
govern the EHD system. These include the Reynolds equation, which 
incorporates the momentum and continuity equations from fluid 
mechanics for the special geometry of a thin fluid film; an equation 
based on elasticity relating the pressure distribution to the surface 
deformation of the solid components; and, for non-isothermal analyses, 
the energy equation. The resulting set of nonlinear partial differ-
ential equations may then be solved numerically for the film thick-
ness profile, the pressure distribution, and the temperature field. 
Pressure and film thickness profiles have been thus obtained for the 
two-dimensional isothermal problem [15,16], the two-dimensional problem 
with temperature effects included [17], and the three-dimensional 
isothermal case [18,19]. In each of these studies, however, a 
Newtonian fluid was assumed. Similar analytical solutions have been 
obtained for a viscoelastic fluid [20], and for a Newtonian fluid which 
solidifies above a certain pressure [21,22]. As far as this thesis 
is concerned, the methods just described for obtaining the pressure 
contain a major drawback - they must assume a rheological model for 
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the fluid. Implicit in the derivation of the Reynolds equation is a 
specific constitutive equation for the liquid. Since the present work 
is ultimately concerned with the behavior of the fluid itself, it is 
of the utmost importance to determine the pressure independent of any 
particular rheological model. In addition, the elasticity analyses in 
all the studies cited above regarded all solid components as semi-
infinite bodies. 
There have, in addition, been several attempts to measure the 
pressure directly in the EHD zone. Such efforts have been hampered by 
the high pressures generated, and by the small extent and film thick-
ness of the EHD zone. The difficulty lies in obtaining an accurate 
measurement of the pressure without significantly disturbing the EHD 
process. Some success has been achieved in the two-dimensional case 
using a photoelastic technique [23], and by employing a pressure 
transducer evaporated onto one of the solid surfaces [24,25,26]. Only 
limited agreement has been obtained with the analytical solutions 
mentioned previously, and some questions remain as to the accuracy of 
the experimental results. 
A great deal of experimental effort in the area of elasto-
hydrodynamic lubrication has been devoted to the measurement of film 
thickness profiles, due to the close correlation between bearing life 
and surface separation. Among the most successful techniques is an 
optical interference method, by which the film thickness as a function 
of position may be measured quite accurately in the EHD region [27,28]. 
In addition, the total force transmitted across the film and the initial 
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geometry and physical properties of the solid components of the EHD 
system are readily known. The film thickness profile is obviously 
quite closely related to the surface deformation of the solid bodies 
in the EHD zone. Furthermore, the EHD-generated pressure on the fluid 
is manifested as surface tractions on the solid bodies. Therefore, 
once the film thickness profile is known from experiment, the problem 
of determining the pressure distribution becomes that of finding the 
surface traction which results in appropriate surface deformation to 
yield the measured film thickness profile. This formulation has the 
advantage that the pressure calculation is independent of the state 
of the fluid, and so lends itself to subsequent study of the fluid 
itself. If it is assumed that the thermoelastic effects on deforma-
tion are negligible, the method of analysis is independent of the 
temperature distribution, so that the method is applicable to non-
isothermal as well as isothermal cases. Furthermore, the results 
of this analysis for finding the pressure distribution may be 
extended in a straightforward manner to yield further information, 
such as subsurface stresses, which could be of use in studying the 
fatigue of the solid components. 
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CHAPTER II 
PROBLEM FORMULATION AND GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
As indicated in the preceding chapter, the primary purpose of 
this thesis is to develop a method by which the pressure distribution 
in the EHD zone may be analytically determined, through the use of 
existing .film thickness measurements. Both the two- and three-dimen-
sional cases will be considered in this work. Prior to dealing with 
these two cases individually, the present chapter will be concerned 
with the basic underlying assumptions, formulation of the problem, 
and certain considerations common to both cases. 
As natural consequences of the physical situation under con-
sideration, several assumptions and their physical justifications are 
given below. 
i) The solid surfaces are assumed to be perfectly smooth 
initially. Film thicknesses under consideration here fall generally 
in the range of 0.1 - 1.5 ym. Since asperities on the surfaces of the 
solid bodies may be made to average about 0.01 ym, their effect on the 
EHD process is neglected. In some physical situations, the film 
thickness may be so small that asperity interactions become significant. 
Such situations will not be considered here; this work deals only with 
those cases in which the film thickness is large enough that asperity 
interactions are negligible. 
ii) The pressure is assumed constant across the thickness of 
the film. The extent of the EHD zone in directions perpendicular to 
the film thickness is approximately 0.25 mm, and radii of curvature 
of the solid bodies are on the order of 10 mm. Since the film thick-
ness is several orders of magnitude less than either of these dimensions, 
the pressure variation through the film thickness is neglected. 
iii) Surface traction on the solid surfaces is presumed to 
arise solely from the hydrodynamic fluid pressure. Tangential surface 
forces arising from shearing of the fluid due to relative motion of the 
solid surfaces are recognized to exist in addition to the normal sur-
face tractions exerted by the pressure. However, the contribution of 
the tangential forces to the normal displacement of the surfaces (which 
is the quantity of interest due to its relation to the film profile) 
will be of secondary importance to that of the normal forces. Further-
more, experimental results indicate that the total shearing force is 
generally less than 10% of the normal load carried by the film [29]. 
For these reasons, the normal pressure forces acting on the surfaces 
are assumed to be the only surface forces contributing to the normal 
displacement, which results in the measured film thickness profile. 
iv) The elastic plates in both the two- and three-dimensional 
cases are analyzed as semi-infinite bodies. The extent of the EHD 
zone is several orders of magnitude less than the thickness of the 
plates. 
v) Thermoelastic and dynamic effects are neglected in the 
analysis of the elastic solid bodies. The contributions to the 
surface deformations due to motion of the bodies (and consequent 
dynamic loading) and to temperature variations are much smaller than 
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expected errors in the film thickness measurements. As a result, 
the elasticity analysis of the solid bodies may be performed assuming 
quasistatic and isothermal conditions, without seriously restricting 
the generality of the results. 
A schematic diagram of the EHD region, both before and after 
application of the load and formation of the hydrodynamic film, is 
shown in Figure 2. A position in a plane parallel to the film is 
denoted by x in the Figure, and is measured from the point of contact 
in the undeformed configuration. Note that, in the two-dimensional 
case, x is expressed by a single coordinate x; in the three-dimen-
sional problem, two coordinates, say x and y, are required to specify 
the position x in the film plane. The film thickness at any location 
in the film plane is given by 
h(x) = hQ(x) + y - u^x) + u2(x) , (1) 
where h (x) is the separation of the surfaces in the unloaded configura-
tion, y is the rigid-body translation of the solid bodies, and u-,(x) 
and u?(x) are the surface deformations of bodies 1 and 2 respectively. 
The deformation of the solid bodies results from the surface tractions 
to which they are subjected. By assumption (iii) above, the surface 
tractions are due solely to the hydrodynamic fluid pressure, p(x). 
Furthermore, by assumption (ii), the pressure does not vary through 
the film thickness, so that bodies 1 and 2 are subjected to the same 
surface traction. 
In equation (1), h(x) may be found from the experimental film 
^ • ^ c 
Liquid 
\ \ 
_ ! " _ _ 
Mx] 
* ^ = -ujx) 
^5" 
Figure 2. The EHD Zone 
thickness data, and h (x) is known from the geometry of the undeformed 
surfaces. In addition, the total applied normal load P is known from 
experimental information, and is related to the pressure field by 
P = JJ p(x) dA , (2) 
where C denotes the region over which the pressure is acting. 
Condition (2) arises from equilibrium of the system in the direction 
normal to the film plane. What remains to be determined, then, are 
the functional relationships between the pressure p(x) and the surface 
displacements; i.e. 
u-,(x) = F^pfx)]; u2(x) = F2[p(x)] . (3) 
When equation (3) is substituted into equation (1), 
h(x) = hQ(x) + y - F^ptx)] + F2[p(x)] (4) 
Equations (2) and (4) represent two equations for the two unknowns -
the pressure distribution p(x) and the constant y. Hence, once the 
functional relations F-, and F« are determined, equations (2) and (4) 
may be used to solve for p(x). 
In order to consider both the two- and three-dimensional 
configurations, the relationship between surface deformation and 
pressure distribution must be established for four separate cases -
the cylinder and the half-plane in the two-dimensional case, and 
the sphere and the half-space in the three-dimensional problem. 
The method used for determining these relations is conceptually the 
same for each of the four cases; therefore, general considerations 
will be discussed before the individual problems are dealt with. 
It should first be noted that the extent of the EHD zone, or 
the region over which the pressure is acting, is not precisely known 
a priori. Let the actual pressure region be denoted by C; outside 
of this region, the pressure is zero. In the subsequent development, 
a region C will be assumed as the EHD region, and the integration in 
equation (2), for example, will be performed over this region C. As 
long as the true pressure region C lies wholly within C, the correct 
solution for the pressure distribution will be obtained; in that part 
of C which lies outside of C, the solution process will yield a value 
of zero for the pressure, as it should. However, should a portion of C 
lie outside of C, an erroneous solution will be obtained. It is there-
fore vital that the region C be chosen large enough that C lies entirely 
within it. 
Figure 3 shows a body of finite extent, representing the 
cylinder in the two-dimensional case or the sphere in the three-
dimensional case. Surface tractions are acting normal to the surface 
over the region C, and are equilibrated by the surface tractions on C . 
C may be thought of as the region over which the hydrodynamic pressure 
is acting, and C is the region over which the reaction, which main-
tains body in equilibrium, is acting. The remainder of the boundary 
is denoted by the region D, and is free of stress. The exact nature 
and location of the reaction force distribution are not known; 
Figure 3. Finite Body with Surface Loading 
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however, since we are primarily concerned with results near the EHD 
zone (i.e. in the vicinity of C ) , the details of precisely how the 
reaction is manifested are not important (see Appendix A). Conse-
quently, the surface tractions at C are taken to be equal and opposite 
to those at C, and acting over the region diametrically opposite to C. 
It should also be noted that, for the semi-infinite bodies under 
consideration (the half-plane and the half-space), it is not 
necessary to consider the region C . The discussion which follows, 
which deals with a finite body, may easily be extended to the semi-
infinite bodies. 
The problem posed in Figure 3, then, is that of an elastic 
body subjected to an arbitrary normal surface traction, equal to 
the pressure distribution p(x), acting over the regions C and C , and 
to zero surface stresses acting over the remainder of the boundary, D. 
The problem is hence formulated as a boundary value problem of the 
first kind, in which surface tractions are specified over the entire 
surface of the body. Complete solution of this elasticity problem will 
yield all associated functions of position - such as stresses and dis-
placements in the interior or on the surface, potential functions, and 
so forth - in terms of the arbitrary loading distribution p(x). A 
desired function of position from the solution of the elasticity 
problem is denoted by n(r), where r is any interior or boundary point. 
Specifically, for the purposes of obtaining expressions of the form 
of equation (3), it is desired to solve for the normal displacement 
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at the surface of the body in terms of p(x). This will be the 
functional relationship necessary for use in equation (1). Hence, 
solution of the elasticity problem suggested by Figure 3 will result 
in the required expressions in the film thickness equation (4). 
The solution to the boundary value problem posed above may 
be obtained by first solving the problem of a unit concentrated 
load applied normal to the surface at an arbitrary boundary point |. 
As before, this load is equilibrated by an equal and opposite load 
applied at the other end of the diameter. The solution of this 
concentrated load problem will yield the desired function of position 
as n(r;l); that is, n wi11 be a function of position r, and of the 
point of application of the concentrated load %. Because of the 
linearity of the equations, this solution to the concentrated load 
problem may then be used as the Green's function associated with this 
problem, to determine the solution to the problem with arbitrary 
loading. Hence, once r\{r;~Q is found, then n(r) for the arbitrary 
loading p(x) may be expressed as 
n(r) = \[ n(r;~dp("ddA (5) 
Specifically, if the normal surface displacement for the concentrated 
load problem, u(x;"^), has been found, the corresponding quantity for 
the arbitrary loading is given by 




Equation (6) is the desired functional relationship of the form of 
equations (3), which relates the surface displacement to the pressure 
distribution. 
In order to facilitate the solution of the resulting equations, 
the pressure distribution acting over the region C is expanded in 
terms of an infinite series of the form 
oo 
P(*) = Z an
 p n W (7) 
n=l 
where the p (x) form a complete set of known functions of position, 
and the a are constant coefficients to be determined. Equation (6) n -i \ / 
may then be expressed as 
00 
u<*) = Z an ( i u(x;C)pn(?)dA . (8) 
n = l J * 
c 
If the solution to the concentrated load problem u(x;f) is known, the 
integral in equation (8) may be evaluated, and the result is a linear 
algebraic expression relating u(x) to the unknown pressure coeffici-
ents a . As a practical consideration, the series (7) will be 
truncated past a finite number of terms, M. Hence, when equations (7) 
and (8) are used in equations (4) and (2), the result may be written as 
h(x.) - h (x.) = V a v v o i L-t n 
n=l 
"{J W ^ n ^ dA 
| j u2 (^i ;i ) pn (^ ) d A Y ' 9) 
1 = 1 , 2 
P = E an f| Pn 
n=l JJc 
(I) dA 10) 
where x. are locations at which film thickness measurements are 
available, and u-,(x;^) and uJx^) are the solutions to the concen-
trated load problems for bodies 1 and 2 respectively. Equations (9) 
and (10) represent N + 1 linear algebraic equations in the M + 1 
unknowns (a , n = 1,M; and y). For N = M, the equations may be solved 
for the expansion coefficients a , and the pressure distribution then r n K 
expressed through equations (7). 
Once the expansion coefficients a are obtained, the elasticity 
problem is completely determined. The associated stress and strain 
tensor fields as well as the displacement vector field are then 
obtainable. Thus, the expression 
M 
n(r;|) p(|) dA (11) <'>=E *n ff 
n=l *'*,c 
may be evaluated if the a are known. Hence, the values of, for 
example, critical stresses for the purpose of studying the fatigue 
of the solid components, may be obtained from equation (11) as a 
straightforward extension of the results of this work. 
Equations (9) and (10) complete the general formulation of 
the problem of determining the pressure distribution in the EHD zone. 
The succeeding chapters will deal with the two- and three-dimensional 
cases individually. This will primarily involve solution of the con-
centrated load problems in each case, and the use of these solutions 
in equations (9) and (10) for the purpose of solving for the expansion 
coefficients of the pressure distribution. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
In the present chapter, the elasticity solutions will be 
obtained for the half-plane and the cylinder acted on by an arbitrary 
pressure distribution, and appropriate expressions for the surface 
deformations will be generated. These expressions will then be used 
to determine the relationship between the measured film thickness 
profile and the pressure distribution in the two-dimensional case. 
In addition, some numerical considerations will be discussed, and 
numerical results for several test cases will be presented. 
Solutions from Two-Dimensional Elasticity 
The complex representation of the theory of plane elasticity, 
presented in detail in Muskhelishvili [30], may be used for expressing 
the solutions to the problems for the half-plane and the cylinder. 
In the two-dimensional problem, all quantities are assumed to be inde-
pendent of the axial direction, and the elasticity problems may be 
formulated as problems in plane strain. In this representation, the 
stress and displacement fields may be represented in terms of two 
complex holomorphic functions <j>(z) andip(z) by [30], 
T + T = 2[(}),(Z) + ^Tz)"] 
xx yy L T \ y r v /J 
T - T + 2i T = 2[z (j)"(z) + i^'(z)] (12) 
yy xx xy L Y ^ ' T v ' J ^ ' 
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2y(u + iv) = f ^ 1 - (D(z) - z ^ T U + ^ J 
where T , T , T denote stresses; u, v denote displacements in the xx yy xy h 
x and y directions respectively; z is the complex variable x + iy or 
re ; ' represents differentiation with respect to the argument; 
denotes the complex conjugate; and X and y are the Lame elastic 
constants. If the body is subjected to surface tractions represented 
by (F + iF ), then $ and \p must also satisfy the boundary condition 
x y 
cf)(o) + a (j)'(a) + ^TaT = f (13) 
with f defined as 
f f = i I (F + i F )ds x y' 
where a represents a boundary point, and s is the arc coordinate on 
the boundary. 
The Half-Plane 
Let the body occupy the lower half-plane y < 0, and be subjected 
to surface tractions 
T = N(x) 
yy 
x - T(x) 
xy v ' 
-co < X < oo 
The boundary conditions (13) then simplify to 
N(x) - iT(x) = cj)'(x) - (f)'(x) + x V ( x ) + F i x ! 
Solving the stated boundary-value problem for this set of boundary 
conditions yields the following stress functions ty(z) and ifj(z), as 
shown by Muskhelishvili [30] 
00 
<j>(z) = ~ j (T + iN) £n(t - z) dt 
OO CO 
*(z) = ̂  I (T + iN) - ~ - ^ \ (T - iN) an(t - z) dt 
For the particular case under consideration, the surface tractions 
are generated by normal stresses only, acting over a portion of the 
boundary surface, Figure (4). That is, 
N (x) = 0 - «>< x < - a 
N(x) = -p(x) - a < x < a 
N(x) = 0 a < x < oo 
T(x) = 0 - c o < x < ° o 
The solut ion for th is loading becomes 
a 
2* \ cj)(z) = - 2 f I p ( t ) ftn(t •• z)dt (15 
a 
Figure 4. The Half-Plane 
*U> = - g J p( t ) dt t-z 
-a 
z * { 
p(t) £n(t-z)dt (16) 
-a 
It should be noted that this solution is already in the desired integral 
form, so there is no need to solve the concentrated load problem explic-
itly. The solution to the singular problem may be obtained directly 
from the integrand of equation (15). 
The displacements, as obtained from equation (12), are 




P(t) * t 3 y fcn(t-z) + Jln(t-z) 
A + ]A 
dt 
+ i z-z I 
-a 




Since the purpose of this analysis is to relate the pressure distribution 
to the film thickness, the quantity of primary "importance is the normal 
displacement at the surface, v(x). Separating real and imaginary parts 
in (17), and evaluating at the surface, one obtains 
v x = -
A + 2y f 
2~Try(A + y) J 
p(t) &n(t-x)dt (13) 
-a 
If the half-plane is labelled as Body 1 in Figure 2, then equation (18) 
gives the expression for u-,(x). Equation (18) expresses the desired 
functional relationship, in the form of equation (6), between the 
normal surface displacement and the pressure distribution on the 
surface, p(x). 
The Cylinder 
The solution to the problem of a cylinder acted on by distributed 
surface tractions F (a) + iF (a) may be shown to be [30] 
a(z) = -1_ f ™ £ - 5Z - - L f ™ a ( } 
L L 
fda J (J)'(z) , J. a 
rv ; 2TTI J a-z o z o z 
where f is given by equation (14), r is the radius of the cylinder, 
f represents the line integral over the boundary, and a = a = <j>'(0). 
L 
Let n concentrated forces (Flx»Fly)» ^2x
,FZy^ ••" ^Fnx,Fny' be 
ia, iou ia 
applied at boundary points z.. = r e , z? = r e , ..., z = re n 
respectively. These forces are such that the cylinder as a whole is 




( Z ) = - ^ E ( F k x + i F v > £ ^ z k - z ) 
n 
E <^ + i rj'h ( 2 1> 
o k=l 
n 
1 * < * > - £ £ (Fkx -
i F
k /
n (v z ) 
k=l 
2TT Z-f Z. - Z Zk K ^ J 
k=l k 
Specifically, consider the case when two equal and opposite 
forces (0,-p) and (0,p), parallel to the y-axis, act on the surface of 
i • J i ( TT/2-a) . i( y2+a) . r . c 
the cyl inder at zn = r e
 v ' and z0 = - r e
 v , as in Figure 5 
J I o 2 o 3 
Equations (21) and (22) then become 
< z > = H | * " 5 p r + ^ 2 <*i - M <23> 
0 
Z 1 " Z Z1 Z 9 ) 
^(z) = ig U n -1— + —J- X (24 
v ;
 2TT ( z2-z Z-.-Z z2-z j
 v 
Then, using equations (23) and (24) in equation (12) gives for the 
displacements 
[ c z?~z ° 
Z -Z Z.-Z l 
Z-j-Z Z?-Z I 
29 
Separating real and imaginary par ts , and using, from Figure 5, that 
-T 
z l - z = " r l e 
ir, - z = - r« e 
yie lds 
4JJTT j I+y M 2' A+y 
2 vi x 
— — cosa + sin 29, + sin 
o 
(26) 
v ^ A \2{\ 1 2 P ) i n - + ^ X cosa + cos 29. - cos 299 4ŷ T | A + y r« A+y r 1 2 (27) 
In these relations, one may note from Figure 5 that (r-,,9-,) and 
(r«,0r,) denote the location of an arbitrary interior point z = x + iy 
relative to the points of application of the concentrated loads p. As 
was the case in consideration of the half-plane just presented, the 
quantity of interest in this analysis is the displacement in the direc-
tion normal to the film plane at the surface of the cylinder; i.e., 
if 
the displacement v evaluated at an arbitrary surface location z = r e 
The appropriate surface displacement is, from evaluating equation (27) 
at the surface, 
30 
Figure 5. Cylinder Subjected to Concentrated Loads 
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v(£ ;a) = U + 2 y ) p ) l 
2UTT(X+ m£n 
1 - sin(g+g) 
1 + s in fe -cJ + s m 3 cos a 
(28) 
Hence, equation (28) expresses the y-component of the surface 
displacement for a cylinder loaded by a pair of parallel concentrated 
forces of intensity p, as shown in Figure 5. As discussed previously, 
this solution may be used as the Green's function for this problem to 
determine the surface displacement due to an arbitrary loading dis-
TT 
tribution p(8) acting over a portion of the surface, where 0 = B + -~ 
is the angle measured counterclockwise from the negative y-axis (See 
Figure 6). The resulting component of the surface displacement, as 




v(6 ;a)p(a)r dot 





s iny( 9-a) 
- cosQ cosa d a (29; 
If the cylinder is denoted as Body 2 in Figure 2, then equation (29) 
gives the required expression for iu(0). Hence, equation (29) fills 
the same role for the cylinder as equation (18) does for the half-plane; 
that is, it gives the functional relationship between the surface dis-




. i ; i H 
Figure 6. Cylinder Subjected to Distributed Surface Load 
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(6) of Chapter II. 
It should be pointed out that the solution obtained above is 
for the cylinder acted on by surface tractions directed parallel to 
the y-axis, Figure 6. In fact, the surface tractions due to the fluid 
pressure would be acting in the radial direction, or normal to the 
surface of the cylinder. However, since the angular extent of the 
pressure region in the EHD process, 2a , is very small, negligible 
error is incurred by this solution. In fact, experimental film thick-
ness measurements indicate that the film profile is nearly parallel 
over a large portion of the EHD zone, indicating that, in the deformed 
configuration, the normal surface tractions are very nearly parallel 
to the y-axis. If the assumption of linear elasticity is valid, then, 
there must be negligible error in assuming the surface tractions 
parallel to the y-axis in the undeformed state. 
Surface Displacement for an 
Arbitrary Pressure Distribution 
Figure 7 shows schematically the conjunction of the cylinder, 
subjected to surface traction p ?(0), and the half-plane, subjected 
to surface traction p-,(x). By assumption (ii) of Chapter II, the 
pressure is constant across the film thickness. Since, from the figure, 
x = r sine, and -a < 0 < a , where a is very small (on the order of o o - - o' o J 
.03 radians), then one may conclude that 
p-,(r e) = p2(e) . 
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Inlet 






Figure 7. The Conjunction of the Cylinder and the 
Half-Plane in the EMD Zone 
Hence, the pressure may be expressed by the single function p(x) 
acting on the half-plane, and p(r 0) acting on the cylinder. 
The pressure distribution may be expressed, in the form of 
equation (7), by the series 
p(x) = £ p n c o s ( ^ l , f ) + X q n s i n ^ (30) 
n=o n=l 
where p and q are unknown coefficients to be determined. In this 
series, it will be noted that the first summation is a complete set 
of functions symmetric about x = 0, and the second is a complete set 
of antisymmetric functions, both subject to the restriction that 
p( +a) = 0. The pressure distribution may thus be thought of as being 
broken up into a symmetric and an antisymmetric component, and the 
corresponding symmetric and antisymmetric displacements for the half-
plane and cylinder may be obtained from equations (18) and (29). 
The symmetric displacement solution for the half-plane may be 
determined from 
a 
, x A+2"M X ^ f T 2n+l , 
uls ( x ) = - 2^(X+y)2^pn cos "TT" ^ 
n=0 J-a L 
£n(t-x)dt 
Upon performing the indicated integration, the resulting symmetric 
displacement may be expressed as 




U l s (x) miT 
(A+2y) \, nxn . / , x
2 \ 
w^i V "71 
rmrx a+x 
a-x 
- C T , a+x + c l T , a-x 
±. c fn iTT 
+ s
 T > a~x, 
- cos 
m^x S « , a+x_ 
(32) 




S(k,6) = sinkx dx C(x,9) = 1-coskx dx (34) 
Equation (34) is a form of the so-called sine and cosine integrals, 
respectively. These are tabulated in many mathematical handbooks 
([31], for example). In addition, computer subroutines for rapid 
calculation of these specific integrals are widely available (e.g., 
subroutine SICI in [32]). 
Similarly, the antisymmetric half-plane displacement is 









The results of the integration may be written as 





A+2u ^ _a_ 
2rry (A-fy ) nrr 
/ T ̂ n m x 





'T •a +' - C (f , a - x 
;'T" ' a " x) + S^a~ (36) 
The displacement of the half-plane corresponding to an 
arbitrary pressure distribution over the region - a 5 x <̂  a may be 
obtained from equations (31) and (35) as the sum of the symmetric and 
antisymmetric components; i.e. 
' lW = E P n U l sOO + E % U l a ^ 37 
n=0 n=l 
The displacement f o r the c y l i n d e r i n terms o f the unknown 
pressure c o e f f i c i e n t s p and q may be obta ined s i m i l a r l y . The 
symmetric displacement f o r the c y l i n d e r i s found by s u b s t i t u t i n g the 
f i r s t summation o f equat ion (30) i n t o equat ion (29) to y i e l d 
u 2 s ( 6 ) = 
U+2y) r » 









s i n j{Q -a ) 
- cos0 cosa da 
The r e s u l t o f per forming the i n t e g r a t i o n is 




( A + 2 y ) V o 
U 2 s ( 6 ) = 2yTT(A+y) - o ~ o — « • ( - 1 ) cosot cos8 
m TT -KX 
0 
miT 
a 2 - 9 2 








ivv I aQ o 
- COS 
mrre sim., a-e + s p , a + 
Vo ° / • \ a o ° 
(39 
39 
The quantities m, S(k,8) and C(k,0) are defined as before by equations 
(33) and (34). 
The antisymmetric cylinder displacement is expressed by the 
integral, from equation (29) and (30) 






cos «-(0Ha ) 
sin -̂(0 -a) 
- cosG cosa 
After integration, the resulting expression for the displacement is 
00 
u9 (0) = ̂  q U9 (0) (40) 
2a' ' / J Mn 2a 
n=l 
w i t h IL (9) g iven by 
c.cL 
U2 a (6) 
, , n r a 
A +2\1 0 0 
2yTr( A+y) niT 
(-D n nrr0 cos £n 
a +0 
o 
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The displacement of the cylinder resulting from an arbitrary pressure 
distribution over the region - a < 6 < a may be obtained from 
3 o — — o 
equations (38) and (40) as a combination of its symmetric and anti-
symmetric components, 
"2<9> = i > n U 2 s ( e > + Z \ U 2 a < e > ' W 
n=0 n=l 
Determination of the Pressure 
Distribution in the EHD Zone 
Equation (37) for the half-plane and equation (42) for the 
cylinder yield the surface displacements of these bodies in terms of 
the unknown pressure coefficients, in the form of equation (8) of 
Chapter II. These quantities are related to the measured film thick-
ness through the use of equation (4). For the particular geometry 
under consideration, a cylinder and a flat plate, the surface separa-
tion in the undeformed configuration, h (x), is, from Figure 7, 
h (x) = r (1 - cose) oo 
or, for small 0, 
2 
re 2 
h (x) = -%- = T— (43) 
o 2 2r y ' 
o recalling that x = r 0 for small 0. If the film thickness is known 
at N locations x., then the film thickness equation (4) becomes, after 
41 
truncating the series in equations (37) and (42) for the purpose of 
computation, 
h(x. 2r -£' 
n=0 




2a ' U l a « x i > J Y (44; 
i = l , 2 , . . . , N ; K + L = M 
Furthermore, the relationship that the total pressure force must equal 
the applied normal load must also be satisfied. Using the pressure 
expansion, equation (30), in the total load condition, equation (2), 
and evaluating the integral, yields the relation 





Equations (44) and (45) are of the form of equations (9) and (10). 
They form a set of N+l linear algebraic equations in the M+l 
unknowns p , q and y . Therefore, the determination of the pressure 
^n Mn ' 
distribution in the EHD zone from measured film thickness data may be 
accomplished by solving this set of equations for the pressure coeffi-
cients. Once these coefficients have been determined, the pressure as 
a function of position is obtained from the expansion (30). 
Numerical Considerations 
As a practical consideration for the purposes of computation, 
a finite number of terms, M, must be selected from the series repre-
sentation of the pressure, equation (30). M must be large enough so 
that the truncated series may accurately represent the true pressure 
distribution. If N locations are selected at which the film thick-
ness is known, equations (44) and (45) yield sufficient information 
to solve for the pressure coefficients, provided N = M. However, due 
to unavoidable inaccuracies in the measurements of the film thickness, 
solving the N + 1 equations in M+l unknowns, where N = M, is not 
suitable for determining the pressure, for the following reason. 
Since the measurements made at each point in the EHD zone are 
in error, the total effect of the experimental error increases as the 
number of points used, N, increases. At the same time, a sufficient 
number of points must be used to adequately characterize the shape 
of the film thickness profile. In addition, there clearly must be at 
least as many data points as selected terms in the pressure expansion. 
To alleviate the problem of the build-up of experimental error as the 
number of data points increases, N and M are chosen with N greater 
than M; i.e. more equations than unknowns. Equations (44) and (45) 
are of the form 
i - 1, 2, ..., N + 1 
a.j b. = c. ; , (46) 
J = 1 , 2, .. . , M + 1 
with N > M; where b. are the unknown coefficients. Equation (46) 
represents an overdetermined system for which, in general, there is 
no exact solution. However, since there are experimental errors con-
tained in the right-hand side, c , it makes no difference that an exact 
solution does not exist; rather, since the measured film thickness is 
at least close to the true film thickness, it is sufficient to find a 
solution to (46) which is close, in some way, to an exact solution. 
Accordingly, the residuals, r., are defined as 
a i j bj - c i = s- • ( 4 7 ) 
The unknowns b. are then determined so as to minimize the sum of the 
squares of the residuals. Hence, if r.r. = 0, the solution is exact; i 1 1 
since no such solution exists, one seeks to make r.r. as small as 
possible. The requirement that r.r. be a minimum results in the 
following system of linear equations [33,34] 
a i P
 aik bk = V T ; P = 1 » 2> • - ' M + 1 • ( 4 8 ) 
That the solution of this system does in fact minimize r.r. 
is shown in Appendix B. The solution of equation (48) has the effect 
of smoothing out errors in the data while coming as close as possible 
to solving equations (46), in recognition of the fact that the data is 
the best available estimate to the true film thickness. The amount 
of smoothing depends on the degree to which N is greater than M. 
In consideration of the above, the following ad hoc procedure 
44 
was adopted for selecting N and M. The number of data points, N, is 
chosen sufficiently large so as to adequately represent the shape of 
the film thickness profile. If the series (30) for the pressure is 
to converge toward the true pressure, the coefficients must eventually 
go to zero as M, the number of terms, is increased. Hence, once N is 
selected, the amount of smoothing required is determined by increasing 
M until the pressure coefficients begin to grow, indicating that the 
experimental errors are predominating. As a check on the accepta-
bility of the results, the magnitudes of the residuals may be compared 
to the expected error in the film thickness measurements. In fact, 
from equation (47), the residuals may be seen to be the difference 
between the experimentally measured film thickness, and the film 
thickness obtained from the calculated pressure distribution. 
In addition to N and M, a value for a, the half-width of the 
pressure distribution, and the location of the point x = 0 must be 
selected (note that the film thickness equation may be formulated such 
that the position x = 0 need not coincide with the point of contact 
between the bodies in the undeformed state). As discussed in Chapter 
II, the precise extent of the pressure region is not known a priori, 
and it is essential that the region - a <̂  x <_ a encompass the entire 
pressure region. Considerations involved in the selection of these 
two quantities will be discussed subsequently. 
Based on the calculation procedure for the pressure distribu-
tion, several qualitative observations may be made concerning the 
accuracy of the results. It should be noted that the calculations for 
45 
the pressure are based on the displacement of the surfaces of the solid 
bodies from their undeformed states, rather than on the film thickness 
itself. From equation (4), since h (x) is known from geometry, and y 
is a constant, the magnitude of the absolute error in total displace-
ment u«-u.| is approximately the same as the error in the film thick-
ness. Consequently, near the center of the EHD zone, where the film 
thickness is small but the surface deformation is large, a small rela-
tive error in film thickness results in a yet smaller relative error 
in the displacement. Hence, the pressure calculated in that portion 
of the EHD zone where deformations are large is expected to be quite 
accurate. Conversely, in the inlet region of the EHD zone, where the 
pressure is building up gradually from zero, the film thickness is 
large due to the undeformed geometry, while the displacements are small 
because of the lower pressure. Therefore, a small relative error in 
film thickness in the inlet region may result in a large relative 
error in displacement, so that the pressure calculated in this region 
is somewhat less reliable. Because of this, it is sometimes beneficial 
to introduce additional information in this region by requiring that 
the pressure gradient at x = -a vanish. This is a consequence of 
the fact that the pressure is generated by the hydrodynamic action 
of the fluid, and has the effect of introducing an additional equation 
dn 




E ( - D n ^ P n + £ (-"">" "%
 = 0 • (49) 
n=0 n=l 
This procedure tends to offset somewhat the effect of errors in the 
inlet region, and to aid in the convergence of the series. 
Because of the method by which pressures are calculated, an 
error in film thickness which is constant in magnitude throughout the 
EHD zone has no effect on the calculated pressures. Such an error 
has the character of a rigid body translation of one of the solid 
surfaces, and is therefore absorbed in the normal separation constant, 
y, of equation (4), leaving the displacement field, and hence the 
pressure, unaffected. Consequently, the range of film thickness 
errors encountered, rather than their magnitudes, determines the 
accuracy of the calculated pressure distribution. 
Test Cases and Evaluation 
In order to test the procedures described above, and to evaluate 
the effects of certain types of errors in the input data, a number of 
test cases were run. The computer program used to calculated the 
pressure distribution by solution of equations (44), (45) and (49) 
is listed in Appendix C. 
In the first test case, the following step pressure distribu-
tion was employed: 
1 0 , - °° < x < - x P0 . - \ < x < xQ (50) 
0 , xQ < x < -
where x = 0 is the contact point of the undeformed surfaces. 
Closed-form solutions for the displacements of the half-plane and 
cylinder for this pressure distribution were obtained from equations 
(18) and (29). These displacements were then used to generate film 
thickness data to obtain a series expression for the pressure of the 
form of equation (30), which could then be evaluated by comparison with 
the given pressure distribution, equation (50). The calculated pressure 
curve which resulted is shown in Figure 8, which represents equation 
(30) with ten terms included, and a = 1.3 x with x = x. The major 
disagreement between this result and equation (50) occurs near 
x = +_ x , where there is a discontinuity in the pressure field; this 
is to be expected due to the nature of the series, and is not con-
sidered a serious drawback since such discontinuities are not expected 
in a fluid film. Note that the selection of a = 1.3 x results in 
o 
small negative pressures near the inlet and outlet. 
As a second test case, the film thickness was taken as zero 
over the region -x < x < x ; as before, Xs is the position measured 
from the contact point in the undeformed configuration. This is the 
case of two solid bodies in contact over the region, for which the 
pressure distribution should approximate the Hertzian semi-el 1iptic 
distribution [9]. This case served as a test of not only the com-
putational method, but of the equations forming the basis of the 
method as well. The results are shown in Figure 9 for nine terms in 
the series of equation (30), with a and x = 0 chosen such that the 
pressure is forced to zero at x = - 1.33 x and £ = 1.1 x . The 
o o 
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Figure 9. Test Case 2 - Hertzian Contact 
in the pressure gradient. In the presence of such a discontinuity, 
inaccuracy in the series expansion is to be expected, since equation 
(30) implies continuous derivatives. 
A third test case was examined using a pressure distribution 
expressed by a third-degree polynomial, shown in Figure 10. As in 
the first case, a closed-form expression for the displacement field 
on the surfaces was obtainable, and the resulting film thickness profile 
is shown in Figure 10 also. The values of total load, elastic con-
stants of the solids, cylinder radius, and minimum film thickness were 
selected so as to approximate those of an actual two-dimensional EHD 
zone [35]. As in the first test case, the calculated film thickness 
was used to obtain a series solution for the pressure. When the inlet 
and outlet points (x = +a) were specified correctly, the series expres-
sion for the pressure showed negligible deviation from the polynomial 
expression throughout the pressure region. Because the pressure 
distribution of Figure 10 in some ways resembles that expected in an 
EHD region, this test case was examined further in order to study the 
effects of certain types of errors. It is estimated that, using the 
optical interference method of measuring film thickness, the maximum 
error in film thickness at a given location is approximately .025 ym 
[36]. Accordingly, three sets of randomly-generated errors in the 
range (-.025, .025) urn were introduced into the film thickness input. 
This was considered to be a fairly severe test, because in actuality 
the errors would most likely be distributed in a Gaussian fashion 
over the range (-.025, .025) p ; the introduced errors were uniformly 
Pressure, GN/m2 
- h .6 
-h .4 
4 - .2 
160 120 80 x, fxm 
Film thickness, /zm 
Figure 10. Test Case 3 - Polynomial Pressure D i s t r i b u t i o n 
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distributed over this range. The pressure distributions calculated 
from film thickness data with these three sets of errors introduced 
are shown in Figure 11. Sets 1 and 3 show the largest errors on the 
side corresponding to the inlet of the EHD region, as might be expected 
from the previous discussion. The general shape of the pressure dis-
tribution is preserved in all three cases shown in the figure. 
The effects of errors in location of the beginning and end of 
the pressure were also examined. The results of varying the point of 
zero pressure at the inlet of the EHD zone are shown in Figure 12. 
When the inlet point is located too far in, a hump in the calculated 
pressure appears, and convergence of the series becomes somewhat 
slower. The presence of these conditions indicates that the inlet 
point should be moved further out. When the inlet point is located 
too far out, the calculated pressure comes in at zero up to the true 
inlet, and blends into the exact distribution. When the change in 
pressure near the inlet is more abrupt, however, as in Figure 8, 
negative pressures may result if the inlet point is set too far out. 
Since the locations of zero pressure are not known ahead of time, 
these conclusions may be helpful in locating the inlet point when 
calculating the pressure distribution. Similar conclusions may be 
drawn concerning the location of the outlet point. However, the 
determination of this point in an actual EHD region is generally less 
of a problem; near the outlet of the EHD zone, the film constricts, 








Figure 11. Test Case 3 - Random Errors Introduced in to Film Thickness Values 
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Figure 12. Test Case 3 - Errors Introduced into Location of Inlet Point 
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In addition, small (three percent) errors were introduced in 
the elastic constants, the total load, and the radius of the cylinder. 
The calculated pressure distribution was found to be relatively 
insensitive (approximately one percent error) to such errors in the 
elastic constants and the load, and somewhat more sensitive to errors 
in the radius. This is not considered a serious drawback, since the 
radius may be measured to a relatively high degree of precision. 
At present, accurate data for the film thickness in an actual 
EHD zone are not available to this author. However, the tests just 
described were designed to examine the feasibility of the method and 
to provide an indication of the effects which expected errors might 
have on the accuracy of the computed pressure distribution. 
Wymer and Cameron [35] show measured two-dimensional film 
thickness profiles, but from their published figures, it is possible 
to determine the film thickness only to within .05-.07 ym at a given 
location in the EHD zone. Nevertheless, a pressure distribution was 
calculated based on these published measurements, and the results shown 
in Figure 13 where it is compared with a Hertzian pressure distribution. 
The film thickness profile obtained from [35] is also shown in the 
figure. It was noted that the residuals which resulted were quite 
large (as much as .05 ym) near the exit region. In this region, the 
magnitude of the slope of the film thickness profile is quite large, 
which increases the difficulty in reading the points from the figures 
in [35]. Because of the large residuals near the exit, and the 
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Fiqure 13. Calculations Based on Experimental 
Film Thickness Measurements [35] 
Figure 13 should be viewed as a rather rough approximation of the true 
pressure. 
The results of this section indicate that the method for deter-
mining the pressure distribution in a two-dimensional EHD process as 
developed in this chapter is a feasible one. The information required 
to perform the calculation includes the elastic constants and dimen-
sions of the solid bodies, the total normal load applied to the system, 
and the film thickness as a function of position, measured to a suffici-
ent degree of precision. The computer program listed in Appendix C 




THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
The present chapter deals with the pressure distribution 
generated in the EHD region formed by the conjunction of a sphere 
and a half-space. As in the previous chapter, the solutions from 
linear elasticity for a sphere and a half-space acted on by an 
arbitrary pressure distribution will be obtained, and the appropriate 
surface deformations will be determined. As before, these expres-
sions will then be used to generate the relationship between the 
measured film thickness profile and the EHD pressure field. 
Solutions from Three-Dimensional Elasticity 
The problems of the elastic sphere and the elastic half-space 
subjected to an arbitrary normal surface traction may be formulated 
in terms of the Boussinesq-Papkovich potentials [37,38]. The equi-
librium equation, in terms of displacements, for an isotropic, 
homogeneous, linearly elastic medium in the absence of body forces, 
is 
V u + j\>~ VV • u = 0 (51) 
where v is Poisson's ratio for the material. It can be shown (see 
Appendix D) that a general solution to equation (51) may be obtained 
in terms of displacement potentials <j> and ip by expressing the 
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displacement vector as 
2Gu = v((f> + r • i>) - 4(1 - v ) ^ , (52) 
where G is the shear modulus, and provided that <\> and i> are 
harmonic; i.e., 
V2c}> = 0 ; V2^ = 0 . (52) 
Hence, the three-dimensional elasticity problem becomes that of 
determining the harmonic functions ty and ijj such that given boundary 
conditions on stress and/or displacement are satisfied. For the 
general three-dimensional problem, four harmonic functions must be 
obtained - the scalar function <\> and three cartesian components of the 
vector function $. Eubanks and Sternberg [39] prove that, under 
certain circumstances, any one of these four functions may be taken 
as zero without affecting the completeness of the solution. Further-
more, for a problem possessing torsionless axisymmetry, it has been 
shown [39] that the components of ij) in the plane perpendicular to the 
axis of symmetry may be set equal to zero without loss of complete-
ness. In this instance, the problem reduces to finding two harmonic 
scalar functions - (j> and the component of ijJ in the direction of the 
axis of symmetry. 
The Half-Space 
The problem of a concentrated load acting normal to the surface 
of an elastic half-space is treated in most elasticity texts [9,38], 
and was first solved by Boussinesq. The potential functions cj> and ij) 
obtained in the case of a concentrated load of unit magnitude acting 
at the origin 0', normal to the surface of the half-space Z < 0 
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(Figure 14) is given by [38] 
l-2v „ vi 2 72\l/2 71 = - "YT" £n [(p + Z ) ' - Z] 
£IT( p + L ) 
where p is the cylindrical coordinate measured from 0' (Figure 14), 
and k is the unit vector in the Z-direction. As observed above, the 
only non-zero component of the vector potential ijj is that in the Z-
direction, due to axisymmetry of the body and loading. 
For the case of a concentrated normal load applied at an 
arbitrary point on the surface, the potentials <j> and ij; may be expressed 
in terms of the system with origin at the fixed point 0 by a simple 
coordinate translation. The resulting expression is 
l-2v „ v, 2 2,1/2 n - 9 — £ n [ ( p + z ) - z] 
9 / 2 2,1/2 2̂ (p + z ) 
(54) 
where, in terms of the fixed coordinate system of Figure 14, 
p = [r2 + R2 - 2r R cos(a - e ) ] 1 / 2 - (55 
As in the two-dimensional case, the quantity of interest for 
the purpose of relating displacement to film thickness is the normal 
z 
Figure 14. Half-Space Under Concentrated Load 
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component of displacement evaluated at the surface, u (z = 0). This 
quantity may be determined by using $ and ^, given by equation (54), 
in equation (52), and evaluating the z-component of the result at the 
surface. The resulting expression for the vertical surface displace-
ment is 
u (r,e; R,a) = u 
z=o 
- ^ - [r2 + R2 - 2r R cos(a - e)]" 1 / 2 (56 
Equation (56) is the desired solution for the surface displacement at 
(r,0) due to a concentrated load of unit magnitude at the point (R,d). 
As in the previous cases, the solution to the concentrated load 
problem may be used as the Green's function for this case to obtain 
solution for the body subjected to an arbitrary distributed load. For 
the half-space subjected to normal load p(r,0) distributed over a circle 




o J o 
p(R,a)u (r,e; R,a)RdRda ; 
that is, 
u^r,©) E uz(r,0) 
l^v 
2GTT 
2TT - a 
[r2 + R2 
Rp(R 
- 2rR cos(a-e)] 
yj2 dRda (57) 
Hence, equation (57) yields the required functional relationship, in 
the form of equation (6), between the normal surface displacement and 
the pressure distribution acting on the surface. If the half-space is 
designated as Body 1 in Figure 2, then equation (57) gives the expres-
sion for u-. (r,6). 
The Sphere 
The problem of an elastic sphere subjected to radial concen-
trated forces acting at its poles was solved by Sternberg and 
Rosenthal [40]. The displacement potentials $ and ^ obtaioned as the 
solution to the problme are expressed in [40] as the sum of two parts • 
a closed-form portion, $, and tk , representing terms with the appro-
priate singularities at the poles; and an infinite series part, (J) ? 
and i>?, which represent the solution to the residual problem of 
removing the surface stresses induced by <J), and tk . The singular 
solution is given by 
o /l 1 \ 3(3-4v) r / -w f ^i\i 
?(^ +^j + 8¥^- ^(c^-1) " P2
(C2V1)] 
r 
}1 = " 2TT lpn p 
. (1 + 12v - 16v2)(l-v) ( 2 
16,r2 " P ^ d - S c f ) ^ + cf + 3 ^ - 1] 
o i 
+ 92z [(1-3c2)w2 + c\ - 3c2 - 1] (58; 
=. J_U- - i n n-2v) n̂  - ^ ; + 2^7- {arM2] 
+ (H12v-16v
2) [ p ( c 1 } + p ( c t 0 + 1 ) ] 
8Trr 
where p, , p«, r , 0, and 0„ are as shown in Figure 15, a nd 
c, = cos 0, ; Cr, = cos 0„ ; 
co-. = £n 
r 
P^Hc,) P2(l-c2) 
u)0 = £n 2 r 
The solution to the residual problem is 
cj>9 = E
 a P2n po (0 + E b (2n-2-4v)p2n+2 P9 ^(c) ^2 ^ n yo 2n ' *-' n o 2n+2v ;
n = l n=0 
2n+l 





c = cos 
a 
n 
(4n2 + 4n - 1 + 2v)t;2n + (2n+l)(4n
2 - 2n - 2 - 2v)n2 
2(2n-l)[4n2 + 2(l+2v) + 1 + v]r2n"2 
64 
Figure 15. Definition of Some Geometrical Quantities 
for the Sphere 
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s;0 + 2n n o 2n '2n 
2 
2[4n + 2(l+2v)n + 1 + v ] r 2n 
=2n 




1 -16( l+y)( l+12y-16v2 )n2 -36( l+2v-4v2 )n+ (31+2y-l 24y2+80y3) 
8 ^ " n (n - l ] (4n- l ) (4n+3) (2n+ l ) 
60) 
and P (c) is the Legendre polynomial of degree n. The solution to 
the problem of a sphere acted on by unit normal forces at its poles 
is given by the sum of the singular and residual solutions, 
)1 + (f,2 
1J» = (^ + ^ 2 ) k (61) 
For the problem of the concentrated normal load acting at an 
arbitrary surface point, a coordinate transformation must be made, 
as was the case in the problem of the half-space. Hence, equation (61 
gives the solution referred to the XYZ coordinate system of Fiqure 16, 
and the two angles a and 3 defined the location of the concentrated 
load with respect to the fixed xyz axes. In order to express § and Jp 
in terms of the fixed xyz system, a coordinate rotation would be 
necessary. The operation is a straightforward one, but has the effect 
that the displacement potential ^ has three non-zero components when 
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expressed in the fixed coordinate system. Components of the 
displacement vector u could then be obtained from equation (52). 
However, because the above operation is a lengthy one due to the 
complexity of the expressions for ty and if), and because only the radial 
component of surface displacement is required, an alternate procedure 
was adopted. The radial surface displacement was obtained for the 
concentrated loads applied at the poles, Figure 15, by using equations 
(61) in equation (52). The radial surface displacement for the con-
centrated load applied at an arbitrary boundary point was then obtained 
by a coordinate rotation as in Figure 16. Hence, rather than trans-
forming the displacement potentials directly, and thus generating three 
components of \p, the desired displacement was obtained first and then 
expressed in terms of the fixed xyz system. 
In order to accomplish this, the singular and residual solu-
tions were treated separately. The singular portion of the radial 
surface displacement was obtained using bipolar coordinates, with the 
poles of the coordinate system coinciding with the points of load 
application. At the surface of the sphere, the radial direction 
coincides with one of the bipolar coordinate directions, e?. Some 
details of the coordinate system used are given in Appendix E. Con-
sequently, the e?-component of the displacement vector was determined 
using equations (58) in equation (52), and evaluated at the sphere's 
surface. The resulting expression for the radial surface displace-
ment, after a considerable amount of algebra, is 
67 
Figure 16. Sphere Under Concentrated Load 
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1 o 
-— (1 + 12v - 16v2)[(l+v)(s2 w - 2sVT+s) - 2v JJ 
- 2v cs w + (3-v)s2] + 4(l-2v)2 o ^ - 4(6 + 11 v - 36o2 + 16v3) 
+ 4VT+s [2(l-v)/s + (3 + 8v - 16v )] 62) 
where 
w = In ~ (2 + s + 2 Vl+s) 
2-s-aVl-s 
s = si n c = cos 8 o 
and e is defined as in Figure 15. o 
The residual portion of the radial surface displacement was 
obtained using spherical polar coordinates (See Appendix E). The 
radial component of the displacement vector was obtained using equations 
(61) in equation (52) and evaluated at the surface of the sphere (p = r ) 
The results of this computation are 
u = ^\ z^ a 2n r P0 (c) r~ 2G I n o 2nv ' 
6 l n=l 
+ £ 2b (2n+l)(-n+l-2v)r2n+1 P9 (c) 




where a and b are given by equations (60). 
n n 3 ^ 
Hence, the radial component of the displacement at the surface 
of the sphere is the sum of the singular and residual contributions, 
u - u + u (64) 
r r-i Ty 
Note that the result, as expected due to the axisymmetry of the 
problem, depends only on 6 , the angle measured from the line connect-
ing the point of application and the center of the sphere. 
In order to express the radial displacement in terms of the 
fixed xyz reference system, with the load applied at an arbitrary 
point defined by angles a and 3 (Figure 16), a transformation 
equation for this coordinate rotation must be obtained. It should 
be pointed out that, since the transformation involves only a rotation 
about the center of the sphere, a line directed toward the origin 
coincides with the radial direction in both coordinate systems shown. 
Hence, to express the radial surface displacements referred to the 
fixed reference system, it is necessary only to express 0 in equation 
(64) in terms of a, 3, a , and B . It may be shown that the required 
transformations are 
c = sin3 sin3 cos (a - a ) + cos3 cos3 
0 0 0 
s = [ s i n ^ 3 cos 3 cos (a -a ) - 2 s i n3 cos3 s in3 cosB cos (a -a ) L o v o o o o 
+ cos23 s i n 2 3 + s i n 2 3 s i n 2 ( a - a ) ] 1 / 2 . (65 
0 0 
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These relations, used in equation (64), yield the radial component 
of displacement at a point on the sphere due to a unit normal load 
applied at an arbitrary surface location; i.e., the result is 
u (a, 3; a , 3 ), where (a, 3) determine the point under consideration, 
and (a ,3 ) locate the point of application of the load. 
As before, this result may be used as the Green's function 
to determine the radial surface displacement due to a distributed 
normal load p(a,B) acting over the region 0 < a < 2rr, 0 < 3 < 3.. . 
This may be expressed in integral form as 
2TT . S 
2 ' 
u2(ot,3) = - u r (a,3)
 = " r 0 I \ p (a Q , 3 0 )u r (a ,3 ; aQ, 30)sin3Qd30do 
(66 
2 
where r sin3 d3 da is the differential element of surface area. Since 
0 0 0 0 
the sphere is labelled as Body 2 in Figure 2, then the normal surface 
displacement given by equation (66) is appropriately designated as 
u?(a,3). 
Equation (66) provides the required functional relationship, in 
the form of equation (6), between the surface displacement and the 
pressure distribution for the sphere. Hence, equations (57) for the 
half-space and (66) for the sphere yield the relations necessary for 
relating the pressure distribution to the film thickness for the 
three-dimensional EHD problem. 
Surface Displacement for an Arbitrary Pressure Distribution 
Figure 17 shows schematically the conjunction of the sphere and 
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Figure 17. The Conjunction of the Sphere and the Half-Space 
in the EHD Zone 
the half-space in the EHD zone, in which the film plane is perpendicular 
to the plane of the figure. As in the two-dimensional case, the 
pressure is assumed constant through the film thickness. Because the 
distance a, representing the extent of the EHD region, is much smaller 
than r , the radius of the sphere, the point (r,0) on the surface of 
the half-space corresponds to the point (3,a) on the sphere's surface; 
i.e., 
r = rQ3 ; 0 = a ; a - rQ 3-, (67) 
are the relations between corresponding surface points on the two 
bodies. The guantities a and 3-, define the extent of the circular EHD 
pressure region. Figure 18 shows the EHD region on the sphere and 
half-space, where the film plane is parallel to the plane of the figure. 
As in the previous two-dimensional case, it is desirable to 
express the pressure distribution p(r,6) acting on both bodies in 
series form. The desired series should be zero on the boundary of the 
EHD zone, and consist of a complete set of functions of position in 
the EHD region. The following series in the form suggested in [41], 
satisfies these reguirements, 
/ x2 2\ 2 2 
p(x,y) = ll - -2 - ^ I [aQ. + a-,x + a2y + a3x + a4xy + a5y + ...] 
This series may be expressed in terms of coordinates (r,e) for the 
half-space (which are related to coordinates (3,a) for the sphere by 
equation (67)). Because of the symmetry of the flow geometry about 
the line 9 = 0 , all anti-symmetric terms may be dropped, and the resulting 
Boundary of 
Sphere 
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series expressed in the form 
P(r,e) = 1 - Po + Pl ¥ C0Sl + P Q -fy + P-a' 
cos 
3 
+ P4 ^ cos, 
a 
r3 3 r4 r4 2 
+ p5 ^ cos 0 + p 1̂ - + p7 r_ cos 1 
a a a 
r4 4 Q + pp — cos e '8 4 
a 
(68) 
The factor 11 - —̂ - J forces the condition that the pressure be zero 
on the boundary to the EHD zone, while allowing the normal derivative 
to be finite there. The series in brackets is symmetric about the 
line 9 = 0 . This series expression for the pressure may be used in 
equations (57) and (66) to obtain, once the indicated integrations are 
performed, the relations between the surface displacement and the 
unknown pressure coefficients p., in the form of equation (8). The 
required integrations themselves are quite involved, and no closed-
form expression was obtained for them, contrary to the two-dimensional 
case of Chapter III. The integrals were evaluated numerically, and 
certain consideration involved in their evaluation follow. 
Clearly, the integral indicated in equation (66) promises to 
be a difficult one to evaluate, due to the complexity of the 
expression for u given by equations (62) - (64), and of the trans-
formation equations (65). Some simplification is possible for the 
specific case under consideration, however. The extent of the EHD 
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region itself is extremely small compared to the radius of the sphere 
Hence, 3, is a small quantity (on the order of .01 radians), as is 3 
in the integrand. Since the main concern here is in the surface 
displacement in the neighborhood of the EHD region, the coordinate 3 
is of the same order of magnitude as 3n and 3 in the reqion of 
1 0 J 
interest. Consequently, subject to these restrictions on the magni-
tudes of 3, 3 , and 3-, for use in the EHD problem, the transformation 
equations (65) may be approximated by 
c = 1 - \ (32 + 3Q) + 330cos(a-aQ) 
s - [32 + 32 + 2330cos(a-a0)]
1/2 (69) 
Based on the above order of magnitude argument, the expressions 
(62)-(64) may also be simplified, since s in equation (69) is of the 
same order as 3. Equation (62), the singular part of the displacement, 
may be written, assuming s to be small and hence expanding certain 
terms such as /T^s into their power series, as 
- y g — g (H12v-16v2)[(l+v)s2 - 2v]£n \ (4+s) 
0 \ 
)V2) (s - 7T S3 
>)2 (l - \ s2 n f V +1' 1 + Y~ v- 4 8 / + 32v 
+ I [4 + 21v - 20v2 - 16v3]s3 + 8(l-v)- - 8[1 + 2v - 10v2 + 8v3] 
+ [3 - 9v - 24v2 + 32v3]s (70) 
The various terms of equation (70) were then numerically integrated 
separately in integrals of the form of equation (66), with 
p(a ,3 ) = 1, in order to get an estimate of the relative magnitudes 
of their contribution to the total displacement. Based on this 
calculation, several terms were found to be negligible. In addition, 
the constant term may be deleted since it contributes only a rigid-
body displacement. 
A similar calculation was performed on the individual terms of 
the residual solution (63). Each term of the residual solution involves 
only a Legendre polynomial Pn(c), and c is yery close to 1 throughout 
the region of interest (equation (69)). Since P (1) = 1, it was found 
that the contributions of the terms of the residual solution to the 
total displacement differ from a constant displacement throughout the 
EHD zone by an negligible amount. Hence, the residual solution con-
tributes only a rigid-body displacement (to the degree of approximation 
employed above) and may therefore be disregarded. 
As a result of the above comparison of the contributions of 
the various terms to the total displacement, the resulting expression 
for the surface displacement of the sphere, after dropping the appropri-
ate terms, is 
ur(a,S;a0,30) = - Q ^ Q (2-9v-4v
2+l 6v 3kn s + 4(l-v) ~j (71) 
where, as before, 
s = [B2 + 3Q - 23Bo cos(a-a 0)]
V 2 
Equation (71) is the approximation of equation (64) for small s, 
and is to be used in the integral expression of equation (66). Hence, 
substituting equation (71) into (66) (with the surface displacement for 
body 2 denoted as u ? ) , and using equations (67) to express the dis-
placement in terms of r and 0, yields 
. 2 T T 




io a A 2 i 1 c 3x0 [ r
2 + R 2 - 2 r R c o s ( 9 - a ) ] 1 / 2 
(2 -9v-4v +16v )£n L —• —••— 
o 
4 ( 1 - v ) r 
[ r 2 + R 2 - 2 r R c o s ( 6 - a ) ] 1 / 2 
RdRda 72 
Consequently, equations (57) and (72), with p(r,9) given by 
expansion (68) must be integrated in order to find the relation between 
the surface displacement and the pressure coefficients p.. These 
integrals must be evaluated numerically. However, due to the integrable 
2 2 
singularities in the integrands (when the quantity (r +R -2rRcos(6-a)) = 0), 
the two equations in their present form are not well-sirited for numerical 
integration. In order to eliminate the singularities, the integrals 
were transformed as follows. Both equations (57) and (72) are in the 
form 
2, a 
I(r,6) = j 1 f(r,e;R,a)RdRda 
J o -o 
73) 
/cJ 
The variables of integration (R,a) were transformed to variables 
(R-, ,a, ) through the relations 
R1 = [R
2 + r2 - 2 R r c o s ( 9 - a ) ] 1 / 2 
a, = tan 
-1 R sin(a-8) 
r-R cos(a-0) 
(74) 
The inverse transformation is given by 
9 ? 1/9 
R = [R^ + r - 2 R-,r coso^] ' 
a = 0 + tan 
-1 R, si not, 
r-R-.cosa-. 
(75 
Under the indicated transformation, the integrand of equation (73) 
becomes 
f(r,6; R,a) - g(r,6; R ] ^ ) 
and the integral assumes the form 
,TT /• O 1 
I(r,6) n 
-7T 0 
g(r,8; R-| ,a-j)R-jdR,da-, 
where 
s~(cO = r c o s an + a\h • ^7> s i n V"l t n J M i « i 76 
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This transformation has the effect of eliminating the singularity 
in the integrands of equations (57) and (72). Under this transforma-
tion, equation (57) becomes 
i^d^e) 
1-v 
2-̂ G Li 
s0(a^) 
p(R-j ,a-, )dR-jdi 
-77 O 
(77) 
and equation (72) becomes 
s ( a ) 
.T - 0 C C I R 




+ 4 ( 1 - v ) r > dR-jda-! 78) 
where p(R-.sa-,) is the transformed pressure expansion; i.e 
p(R ra-,)
 : Pi [R* + rZ - 2 R 1 r c o s a 1 ] 1 / 2 + tan 
-1 R-. si net-, 
r-R-|COSa-| 
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With the integrals expressed in this form, the singularity in the integrand 
has been eliminated, and hence equations (77) and (78) lend themselves 
more readily to numerical integration. The pressure distribution p(R, ,&-,) 
is expressed in terms of the expansion (68). Once the numerical integra-
tion has been performed, equations (77) and (78) yield the surface dis-
placements for the half-space and the sphere, respectively, in terms of 
the unknown coefficients in the pressure expansion. 
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Determination of the Pressure 
Distribution in the EHD Zone 
Equations (77) and (78) are related to the film thickness in the 
EHD zone through the use of equation (4). For the particular geometry 
under consideration - a sphere and a flat plate - the surface separa-
tion in the undeformed configuration, h (r,6), is, from Figure 17 
h (r,0) = r (1 - cosB) o o 
where, as before r/r . For small values of 3> o 
h (r,e) = ^-o 2r (80) 
Hence if the film thickness is known at N locations (r.,0.)» "then 
the film thickness equation (4) becomes 
r . 
h(r.,0.) -~~ v l i ' 2r ^(^,6.) - u^r^O.) + y , i = 1, 2, ..., N (81 
wh ere u. and u? are given by equations (77) and (78), and contain the 
unknown pressure coefficients p., j = 0, 1, 2. ..., M-l if the series 
in equation (68) is truncated after M terms. 
In addition, the relationship that the total pressure force must 
equal the applied normal load, equation (2), must be satisfied. Using 
the pressure expansion (68) in the total load condition and evaluating 
the integral yields the relation 
P = — v 2 
a 
1 1 1 
2 Po + 6 P2 + U P3 + To P 
1 1 
12 K6 24 vl 32 K8 
(82) 
B; 
Equations (81) and (82) form a set of N+l linear algebraic equations 
in the M+l unknowns p. and Y. 
J 
The numerical problem in the three-dimensional case is thus 
precisely analogous to the formulation in the two-dimensional EHD 
problem presented in Chapter III. Equations (81) and (82) correspond 
to equations (45) and (46) in the two-dimensional case. Due to the 
similarity of the two problems, the numerical considerations for 
solution of the system of equations are identical to those in Chapter 
III. Because of the presence of errors in the film thickness data to 
be used, the linear algebraic equations are once again set up as an 
overdetermined system, and a least-squares solution obtained through 
a set of equations of the form of equation (48). Furthermore, similar 
conclusions may be drawn concerning the expected relative magnitudes 
of error in the computed pressure distribution in the various regions 
of the EHD zone. That is, it is expected as before that errors in the 
inlet region where deformations are small will be greater than errors 
in the high-pressure region of the EHD zone where deformations tend to 
be larger. Once again, in an attempt to offset the higher error in 
the inlet region, the physical requirement that the pressure gradient 
be zero at the inlet point (r,9) = (a,^) is introduced into the mathe-
matical formulation ofthe problem. This results in the additional 
equation 
P0 - P] + P2 + P3 - P4 - P5 + P6 + P7 + P8 - ... = 0 . (83) 
A computer program was written to accept as input the film thick-
ness at various locations in the EHD zone, and to use this information 
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to solve equations (81), (82) and (83) for the unknown pressure 
coefficients using the methods discussed above. The numerical 
integrations required to evaluate the coefficients of p. were per-
formed using Subroutine GMI, available in the CDC Math-Science 
Library [42]. A listing of the computer program is provided in 
Appendix F. 
In order to test the results obtainable from this program, 
the film thickness was taken as zero over the circular region 
2 2 2 
x + y < c , where x = 0, y = 0 is the point of contact in the oo oo 
undeformed state. This corresponds to the Hertzian case of dry con-
tact between two non-conforming bodies, and should result in a semi-
ellipsoidal pressure distribution [9]. The pressure distribution was 
calculated under the assumption that the pressure was exerted over 
the region r < a, with a > c, and the point r = 0 located at 
x = - (a-c). Hence, the true region over which the pressure acts 
is a subregion of the assumed pressure region. The resulting cal-
culated pressure distribution is shown in Figure 19 compared with the 
Hertzian solution. In Figure 19, the pressure as a function of x 
is shown for four different values of y . In this instance, 20 terms 
o 
were used in the expansion (68), and 56 data points were used. As in 
the two-dimensional test case, the primary difference between the cal-
culated pressure and the Hertzian solution arises as a result of the 
discontinuity in the pressure gradient on the boundary of the Hertzian 
region. Because of the nature of the series expansion used to approxi-
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Figure 19. (Continued) 
pressure was calculated with a = c, the discrepancy from the Hertz 
pressure was negligible throughout the region. 
The pressure distribution in an actual EHD zone was calculated 
using the method described above. The film thickness data used for 
the calculation was obtained by H. S. Nagaraj [36] using the EHD 
simulator in the School of Mechanical Engineering at Georgia Institute 
of Technology. The experimental rig consisted of a steel ball lubri-
cated on a plate made of synthetic sapphire. Film thicknesses were 
measured using the optical interference technique described in [36], 
Some of the pertinent details of the experimental apparatus are 
presented in Appendix G. 
The pressure distribution was calculated from film thickness 
data obtained with a normal load of 67 N and a sliding speed of 1.4 
m/s. The lubricant used was a naphthenic hydrocarbon designated as 
Fluid Nl in [36]. The calculated pressure distribution for these 
conditions is plotted in Figure 20. In this computation, 20 terms 
were retained in the expansion (68) for the pressure distribution, and 
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Figure 20. Calculations Based on Experimental Film Thickness Data [36] 
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Figure 20. (Continued) 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In the foregoing work, procedures have been developed for 
analytically determining the pressure distribution in both two-
dimensional and three-dimensional elastohydrodynamic zones. The 
development of the methods primarily involved consideration of the 
elasticity of the solid components of the EHD system. Expressions 
for the surface deformation resulting from the application of an 
arbitrary pressure loading distributed over a portion of the surface 
were obtained for each of the four solid bodies under consideration -
the cylinder and the half-plane in the two-dimensional case, and the 
sphere and the half-space in the three-dimensional problem. These 
expressions were then cast in a form by which the pressure distribu-
tions could be determined from experimentally obtained film thickness 
profiles. The required calculations involve the solution of a set of 
linear algebraic equations in which the unknowns are the coefficients 
in a series expansion of the pressure as a function of position. 
By using these methods, the pressure distribution in the EHD 
zone may be calculated from the following information - the film thick-
ness as a function of position, the elastic constants and undeformed 
geometry of the solid components, and the normal load applied to the 
system. The computer programs which were developed to carry out the cal 
culations are provided in Appendices C and F for the two- and three-
dimensional cases, respectively. 
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One of the primary advantages of using these methods to 
calculate the pressure distribution lies in the fact that no assump-
tion need be made concerning the state of the fluid in the EHD zone. 
The technique determines that pressure distribution necessary to 
obtain the surface deformation resulting in the film thickness profile 
which is known from experimental measurements. The calculated pressure 
which results in the measured film thickness is thus obtained inde-
pendently of the manner in which the fluid is behaving. In addition, 
it should be noted that the determination of the pressure does not 
involve the relative velocities of the solid components of the EHD 
system either. 
It may be concluded that the most important factor affecting 
the accuracy of the calculated pressure distribution is the precision 
of the measured film thickness profile. As indicated by the discussion 
of errors in Chapter III, if the film thickness data is accurate to 
within +_ .025 ym, reasonably accurate values of the pressure as a 
function of position may be obtained. 
One possibly fruitful extension of this work may be to use the 
pressure distributions obtained by the methods discussed above to study 
the behavior of the fluid itself in an EHD process. As mentioned in 
Chapter I, this in fact was one of the primary motivations for the 
development of these techniques to calculate the pressure. An experi-
mental method exists for measuring the temperature in the EHD zone, and 
the velocity of a fluid element is known approximately from the kine-
matics of the solid bodies. With this information, along with the 
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calculated pressure field, the thermodynamic state of a liquid 
element and the way in which this state changes with time are known. 
The result is a relatively complete description of the thermodynamic 
conditions to which the liquid is subjected during its passage through 
the EHD region. As a result, the possibility exists to study the 
behavior of the liquid directly in the EHD zone. With this thermo-
dynamic description, the results of experiments on fluid behavior may 
be interpreted and correlated more fully with the conditions of the 
experiment. Such a study has direct application to the field of 
elastohydrodynamic lubrication. Knowledge of the state of a lubricant 
which is undergoing an EHD process may prove valuable in lubricant 
selection and in prediction of certain operating conditions such as 
film thickness and total frictional force generated. 
In addition to its applications to the field of lubrication, 
the study of fluid behavior in an EHD process may contribute to a more 
fundamental understanding of the physical properties of liquids subjected 
to non-equilibrium thermodynamic conditions. As has been noted, thermo-
dynamic conditions in an EHD process are quite severe. The EHD process 
may therefore provide a convenient experimental means for studying the 
behavior of liquids subjected to severe non-equilibrium conditions not 
easily obtained otherwise. With the pressure distribution obtained 
using the techniques developed herein, and with temperature and 
velocity fields known, future research may concentrate on the behavior 
of liquids subjected to these known dynamic states. 
One possible means for directly examining liquid behavior 
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under elastohydrodynamic conditions is the study of the interaction 
between light waves and the fluid in the EHD zone. The advantage 
of this approach is that the experimental technique (that is, the 
incidence and detection of scattering of light waves) will not 
significantly disturb the EHD process itself. Further research 
in this area may therefore explore the analytical and experimental 
possibilities of using light-scattering techniques to study the 
behavior of liquids in an EHD process. 
In addition to helping to set the stage for investigations 
into liquid behavior under non-equilibrium conditions, the results 
of this work may be extended to obtain further information about 
the conditions to which the solid components of the EHD system are 
subjected. Specifically, once the pressure distribution acting on 
the surfaces of the solid bodies is known using the techniques 
described above, values for internal stresses may also be deter-
mined. Such results could be obtained by an extension of the 
elasticity analyses used to arrive at the pressure distribution. 
With the pressure field known, the potential functions in both the 
two- and three-dimensional cases could be determined, and subse-
quently used to find stresses and displacements in the interior of 
the body. Such information could be of interest in a study of the 
fatigue of solid components of an EHD system. 
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APPENDIX A 
ON THE NATURE OF THE REACTION FORCE DISTRIBUTION 
FOR THE CYLINDER AND SPHERE 
Since both the cylinder and the sphere are subjected to a 
pressure loading in the EHD zone, there must be a reaction force 
which maintains these bodies in equilibrium. It was contended 
in Chapter II that, since we are primarily concerned with surface 
displacements in the vicinity of the EHD zone, the exact character 
of the reaction force is unimportant, as long as it exists far from 
the EHD region. Consequently, for the purpose of dealing with the 
problem, the reaction was assumed to be equal and opposite to the 
EHD pressure, and located on the opposite side of the body. The 
validity of this assumption will be examined here in more detail by 
examining the surface displacements on a cylinder subjected to a 
concentrated load which is equilibrated in two different ways. 
Specifically, the cases in Figure 21 will be considered, 
in which a cylinder is subjected to a concentrated normal load p. 
In the first case, this load is equilibrated by an equal and opposite 
load as shown; this reaction configuration is similar to that assumed 
in solving the two-dimensional problem in Chapter III. In the second 
case, the load is equilibrated by two loads of magnitude p/2 acting 
as shown. An expression for the surface displacement will be 
obtained for each of these two cases, and the results in the vicinity 
of the applied load p will be compared. 
a. Loading Case 1 
b. Loading Case 2 
Figure 21. Concentrated Load Equilibrated in Two Ways 
Consider the cylinder in Figure 22 loaded by three concentrated 
forces (0,p), (0,-p/2), and (0,-p/2) acting at boundary points 
z, = r e~ > z? = r e la, and z^ = -re respectively. Note that 
a = TT/2 corresponds to loading case 1 in Figure 21, and a = TT/4 
corresponds to case 2. The potential functions (J) and \p (using the 
notation of Chapter III) for the loading of Figure 22 are, from 
equations (21) and (22), 
w - £ i - *n[(Zl - z)/(z2 - z)1/2(z3 •• z)1/2] 
4r< 
[-25. + z, + z,] 
*(z) = | | . *n 
(2, " 2) Zl 1 Z2 
2TT T727: I7T72 ' Z] - z
 + 2 z2 • (z, - z)'"-(z, - z) 
Z3 
2-z 3-z 
The resulting displacements, obtained from equation (12), are 
2y(u + iv) = ^ | A + 3y . 
- m r - £ n 
(z-, - z) 
r >l/2, J/2 
(z2 - z) (z3 - z) 
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Figure 22. Cylinder Subjected to Three 
Concentrated Loads 
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Z-. - Z Z? - Z Zo - Z 
_J _ + -A + — 2 
i\ - z 2(z9 - z) 2(z- - z) 
T - 4 - (1 + sine) — 
X + y v r 0 
Separating real and imaginary parts, and observing from Figure 22 that 
2 i - 2 = - r i e 
-r 
ir, - z = - r~e 
-l 
z3 - z = " r3 e 
results in the individual displacement components 




2(A_+ 2y) 0 „
 r l 
A + y Jin 1/2 1/2 
r2 r3 
cos 26. + 1- cos 262 + 1 cos 263 
^ T ^ - f (1 + sina) 
A + y r 
(84) 
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The vertical component of surface displacement is given by evaluating 
equation (84) at the surface of the cylinder 
v(3;a) = / t 2 y x - lr\ 
v ' ' 4yrr(A + y) I 
1 + sin3 
s i net - sin3 + sin3 (1 + sina) 
Since we are interested in displacements in the vicinity of 
the single concentrated load, the angle 3 may be replaced by 9, where 
9 = 3 + TT/2 as shown in Figure 22. In case 1 of Figure 21 , a = TT/2, 
and the corresponding surface displacement, in terms of 9, is 
v(e; TT/2) = 
X + 2 k 
4yirU + y) 
- £n 
1 - COS' 
1 + COSi 
- 2 cos( 
For case 2, a = TT/4, and the surface displacement is 
(85) 
v(e; TT/4) = 
A + 2y 
4yTr(X + y) - I FI 
1 - cosi 
>zp COSI 
1 + Y") cosG (86) 
In the neighborhood of the concentrated load (i.e. in a region of 
similar extent to that of the EHD zone), 9 is a very small quantity, 
1 2 
so that cos9 may be replaced by 1 - y 6 . Additionally noting that 
x2 
&n(a + x) = £n(a) + — + 75— + ••• , one may express equations (85) 
a cdi 
and (86) , va l i d fo r small 9, as 
v ( 9 ; *,2) = 4y*(A l\) [ " 2 ln 6 + *7 5 e 2 • 2 ' 0 ] ( 8 7 ) 
v ( 6 ; ^ / 4 ) = 4yTr(l ^ y ) [ " 2 £n 6 + *5 6 1 0 2 " 1 ' 8 6 5 ] ( 8 8 ) 
The displacements given by equations (87) and (88) may be compared 
to one another. The constant term in each expression may be dis-
regarded, as they correspond to rigid-body displacements. Further-
2 
more, for small 0, the 6 term is negligible in comparison with 
the logarithmic term. Hence, there is negligible difference in the 
surface displacements in the vicinity of the applied load between 
the two systems shown in Figure 21. 
The foregoing analysis is intended to verify that the pre-
cise details of the way in which the reaction force is manifested 
have little bearing on the displacement calculated in the vicinity 
of the EHD zone. Consequently, the reaction may be assumed to be 
distributed equal and opposite to the EHD pressure distribution 
without seriously compromising the generality of the displacements 
calculated in the EHD region. 
APPENDIX B 
LEAST-SQUARES SOLUTION OF AN OVERDETERMINED SYSTEM 
Equation (46) in Chapter III represents a system of linear 
algebraic equations for which there are more equations than unknowns. 
As noted, there will in general be no exact solution to such a system. 
In the absence of an exact solution, one seeks rather to find an 
approximate solution which represents a "best possible" solution to 
the system. Accordingly, given the system of linear equations 
a.-b. = c- , i = 1, 2, ... , n , 
ij J i 
j = 1, 2, ..., m , n > m 
the residuals are defined as 
r. = a . .b . - c. 
1 1J J 1 
If a solution could be obtained for which the residuals are all zero, 
this solution would be exact. Since this is not possible, the solu-
tion for which the sum of the squares of the residuals is a minimum is 
sought. In this way, the solution obtained comes as close as possible 
to zero residuals, and is therefore in some sense a "best" approxi-
mate solution. 
The sum of the squares of the residuals is 
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r .r. = (a . .b . - c .) (a ., b, - c .) , 
l i ij J i i k k i ' 
or, expanding the product 
r.r. = a . .a . .b .b . - 2a. ,c .b, + c c . 
l i i j i k j k i k i k i i 
89) 
In order to find the set of unknowns b , p = 1, 2, ..., m, such that 
r.r. is a minimum, we differentiate equation (89) with respect to each 
of the b , and set the result equal to zero. 
P H 
db 
{r.r.) = a- a - . b , + a - - a - b . - 2 a . c . = 0 , p = 1 , 2 , . . v i v l p i k k l j i p j i p i , m 
Recognizing that the first two terms are identical yields the result 
a. a-,b, = a. c.; i, k, p = 1, 2, ..., m 
i p i k k i p i ' K 90' 
Hence, the solution to this system of equations, which is given 
as equation (48) in the text, will be that solution for which the sum 
of the squares of the residuals will be minimum. 
APPENDIX C 
LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
On the following pages is a documented listing of the computer 
program developed for calculating the EHD pressure distribution in the 
two-dimensional case. The program requires as input data the elastic 
constants for the bodies; the radius of the cylinder; the total load 
on the system; the film thickness at a specified number of points and 
the locations of these points, measured from the point of contact in 
the undeformed configuration; the number of terms to be used in the 
series for the pressure; and the location of the inlet and outlet 
points. 
The program prints out the calculated coefficients of the 
expansion for the pressure; the residuals computed at each data point 
location, as a test of accuracy of the result; and the pressure 
calculated at specified intervals throughout the EHD zone. 
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r • R o G R A M I-:;: H D i;:i < D A T y :I: N P U T y o u r F:' U T y T A P E.:: 5 -•• D A T , r A P E A •••••• i N P 1.1 T V 
TAPE6^OUTPUT) 
PROGRAM TO COMPUTE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION IN A TWO-
DIMENSIONAL El-ID ZONE EROM FILM THICKNESS DATA 
DIMENSION H(30)y BETAI(30)yBETA2(30) v Q(30) y A I (30 y 30) 
DI M E N S I ON A 2 ( 3 0 » 3 0 ) y AS ( 3 0 y 3 0 ) v X ( 3 0 ) y U ( 3 0 ) «I-1 ( 5I ) y X I N ( 51 ) 
DIM E N S 1 0 N IPIV 0 T ( 3 0 ) v D ( 3 0 ) v S I... ( 3 0 y 3 0 ) v U I N ( 3 0 ) 
DIMENSION UC(30) yHC(30> y RES (30) yXT(30) yXTIN(5I ) 
REAL K:DK2 
PRELIMINARY DATA? 
S E T 1 1 " I... A G •••••• 0 F 0 R 7 W 0 C Y I... .1.' N D E R S v •••••• I F 0 R C Y I... I N D E R i I••• L A I E 
GAMi' INITIAL GUESS FOR NORMAL APPROACH OF BODIES (M) 
Ft TOTAL LOAD (N) 
M* NO, OF COS TERMS IN SERIES FOR PRESSURE 
N* NO* OF SIN TERMS IN SERIES FOR PRESSURE 
Lit NO* OF FILM THICKNESS DATA POINTS TO BE INPUT 
SP* DESIRED SPACING BETWEEN POINTS AT WHICH PRESSURE 
IS TO BE PRINTED GUT (M) 
XI vX2* INLET? OUTLET PC) I NTS y MEASURED FROM POINT' OF 
CONTACT IN UNDEFORMED STATE (M) 
READ(^y>K)IFLAGyGAMyF 
READC:- y*)M?Ny|...:l. ySP 
READ(5'y*)X:l. yX2 
P:I>4**ATANCI. *) 
A™AFS< (XI-X2)/2* ) 
GFST^--(XI-fX2)/2, 




FILM THICKNESS DATA* 
X(I)i DISTANCE OF I'-TH DATA POINT FROM POINT OF CON-
TACT IN UN DEI- URGED STATE (M) 
H (I)J F11... M T HIC K N E S S A T X C D ( M ) 
REAIHSv*) (X( I ) *\-\( I ) y .'l>.l vL.1. ) 
DO .1.3 :I>:DLI 
XT CD-X C D TO EST 
CONTINUE 
DATA ON BODY I -• CYLINDER* 
YM.D MODULUS OF ELASTICITY <N/M##2) 
PRi: POISSON'S RATIO 
R.I. : RADIUS (M) 
READ(^y*)YMIyPRIyRI 
K J. =:: 2 , * ( I • "" F:' R I * P R .1 ) / ( F:' I * Y M .1. > 
A L P .1. :~: A /R I 
DO 5 :i>:DL:l. 
BETAI ( I )^XT(I )/R:l. 
CONTINUE 
C A I... I... C Y I.. ( A I... P 1 y B E T A :l. v N v M y I... :L v A I ) 
IF(IFLAG*EQ*0)GO TO 10 
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DATA GN BODY 2; USE ll:: I FLAG-: 1 
READ(5y*>YM2yPR2 
K2-2 • * < :l. • ~PR2>KF:iR2 ) / ( FT *YM2 ) 
GAEL. PI... A'i'E< Ay XT yNy My LI vA2) 
R:I:N^O*O 
GO TO 17 
D A T A G N B O D Y 2 J U S E I F I F L A G ••"•• 0 
R E A D < 5 y * > Y M 2 y P R 2 v R 2 
K'2^2 « * ( : ! . • •-•PR2*PR2 ) / ( P I # Y M 2 ) 
ALP2-A/R2 
D O 2 0 J:::: .1. y E .1 
BETA2( I )̂ XT<; I )/R2 
CONTINUE 
G A I... I... G Y I... ( A I... P 2 , B E T A 2 •> N y M » I... :l. y A 2 ) 
RIN^.1. »/R2 
COMBINE MATRICES FOR BODIES I AND 2, SLCFy-J) IS THE 
MATRIX GF COEFFICIENTS OF THE UNKNOWN FOURIER 
COEFFICIENTS OF PRESSURE* 
DO 25 :i>:l. yEI 
DO 25 J-IyEE 
si... (i v J ) •:•: ( A :i. (:i: •> J ) # K I -f A 2 c :i:>• j ) * K 2 ) # A / P :I: 
CONTINUE 
INCLUDE CONDITION THAT PRESSURE GRADIENT OANISFI AT TML.L 
DO 70 :i>:l. yN 
SI... (F. I I f I )::::( ( •  - I <• ) * * I * I ) # < I * F ~ 1 0 ) 
CONTINUE 
DO 71 I••••::.IvM 
s I... ( I . . . :i. :i. ? N •}• : i :) =•== c < • - : i . , ) t t c I •- : i . ) * ( 2 * * I •••• i * > / 2 , ) * 1 * i:;: •••• .1.0 
CONTINUE 
FROM SI... 9 FORM MATRIX CORRESPONDING TO MINIMIZATION GF 
THE NORM OF THE RESIDUAL..* 
D O 5 5 I :••••::l. f I...I... 
D O 5 5 J••••••:t ? L L 
A S ( I y J ) »=: 0 • 0 
D O 5 5 K ::::1 V I... .!. 1 
A S ( I y ,1) - A S ( I y ,1) -f SI... ( K v I ) # S L ( K y J ) 
CONTINUE 
BEGIN PROCEDURE FOR SOLOING THE SET OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
FOR THE UNKNOWN FOURIER COEFF* 
D O 1 I :••:!. y I...I... 
IPIOOT( I >:::: I 
ROWMAX="=0»0 
DO 2 J-̂:l. H...L 
ROUIMAX----AMAX.I <EOWMAXyABS(ASC I y J) ) ) 
DC I >-ROWMAX 
N M I :•• LI...••••:(. 
D O 3 K•••••• :l v N M l 
I P ^ I P I O O T ( K ) 
: : ;oi . . .MAx-ABS(AS ) X D ( I P ) 
DO 4 :I>KP:I. vi...i.. 
I F - I P I U O T C :I: ) 
A W I K O U ^ B S ' A S ( I F ; > K > > /D< :I:P;' 
I f ( A ui :i: K o u • i... i;;: * c o t... M A X > c a i o 4 
C O E M A X - A W I K O U 
J - I 
4 C O N T I N U E 
:I:PK<I:P:I:UOT( j ) 
:I:P:I:VGT< J > < I : P I V O T (K) 
: I :P: I :UOT(K)^: I :PK 
IJO 3 :i>KP:l. .«LL 
I P - I P I U O T < I > 
A S (I [••• v K ) •=•• A S ( .I."!::' y K > / A S ( I P K <• K ) 
R A T I O ==•••••• A S < I P v K ) 
D O 3 J::::|\P.i v L L 
3 A s (:i: p 9 J ) •••••••• R A r :i: o # A S (:i: F:- K ? J > f A S (11::' f j > 
FORM RIGHT-HAND SIDE OF THE EONS, 
90 DO 45 :i> :i. ? i... :i. 
1.11N ( I ) ••••••• • !u*X < X ) # X < I ) * i I * X R :t 'PR I N ) -II ( I ) - G A M 
A5 CONTINUE 
FROM UIN AND SLv FORM RFIS OF" EQNB* C O R R E S P O N D I N G 10 
M I N I M I Z A T I O N OF THE NORM OF THE RESIDUAL., CGNTINUI 
S O E N , OF LINEAR E O N S , WITH THIS AS R H S , 
LI I N (I... .1. :l. )"-0*0 
D O 3 6 :i>:l. yl...L 
U ( I >•.:::<> , 0 
D O 3 6 J:••:: .1. y I... 1 1 
u ( i )"••{.)( i H-u:i:N(,.n#si...<;.jy i ) 
36 CONTINUE 
IP^IPIUOI•( :i. ;-
Li ( 1 ) - U ( I P ) 
D O 9 K::::9,|. I.. 
IP-IP I 00 7 (l-O 
K M : l . ::•••• K ••••:!. 
BUM-O*0 
6 SUM "--A 8 ( IP M J) tQ( ...EH-SUM 
V ( H K ) .-:.:( I ( T j' , •••;;; M M 
QCEL. ) ̂ Q(LI... > / A S < .1 P - I...I... .'• 
«•••=•• I... L 
DO 7 NP1MK-2H...E 
:I:P^:I:P'I:UOT(K) 
SUM^0,0 
DO S J-KP1vEL 
SUM-^ASdPv J)>l-G( JH-SUM 
Q(K) i DESIRED FOURIER CGI 
G(K )•••• (Q(K)--SUM)/AS< I P H\ > 
IF NECESSARY v MODIFY UAI...I 
CONDITION y AND RE - SOI... UI 
ICIFNTS 
OF-" CAM '10 SATISFY TOT A! 




D O 34 :I>:I. vh 
| ::  4 * * A * ( - I •> ) * * ( I ™ 1 ) / ( <-. 2 * # I "• 1 , > # P .1' ) 
FTRIAL-PTRIAL-fT^G(Nf I ) 
F 0-̂ F TRIAL--F 
NN™NN-f:l. 
IF(NN<-EQ*3)G0 TO 100 
IF(NN.EQ*2>G0 TO :l. 10 
Fl-FO 
G A M .1. "••••GAM 
GAM-GAM/2* 





(3 A M •••••••• G A M .1. •- ( ( G A M :l. - - G A M 2 > % F :l ) / ( F :l. - F 2 ) 
GO TO 90 
COMPUTE PRESSURE AT LOCATIONS DESIRED FOR OUTPUT, 
N P •-• I N T ( A B S ( X .1. / S P ) ) f I N T ( A B S ( X 2 / S P ) ) •{• 3 
X T I N C I . >••:•••• A M I N I . ( X I : ;X2) 
x r :i: N ( 2 ) •-•• i N T (x r I N (:i.) / s i:- > # s P 
NPI-NP-I 
DO 40 K 5 *NP:I. 
X T I N C I )-XT:I:N( :I:--.I. H-SP 
C O N T I N U E 
XTINCNP>-AMAXI(XIvX2) 
DO 42 L"".1. ?NP 
X : I : N ( L >••••••• x r : i : N < D i O F S T 
P(l...)-0,0 
DO 32 :i>:i. *N 
P (i... > ••• p ( L .) T O ( I > * s i N (:i: * p i * x i N < i... > / A > 
CONTINUE 
D O 3 5 J J :•:• :l. v M 
]>JJ"I 
!:' ( L > - P (I...) -f Q ( N f,J,.1) # C O S < < 2 • * I -f I <• ) * P I * X I N (I... ),'" < 2 * * A > > 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
COMPUTE RESIDUALS AT EACH DATA POINT LOCATION, 
TR-0,0 
DO 91 :i> :l. * L :l. 
UC(I)^0>0 
DO 92 J-I.LL 
UC(I)^UC(I)-fSL(I v J)*Q'LJ) 
CONTINUE 
H C ( I ) v.:-., 5 * X ( I ) * X (I ) # ( 1 • / R :l. + R I N ) •-I..IC ( I ) - G A M 




FTRIAL J CALCULATED TOTAL LOAD (N) •• USE FOR COMPARI-
SON AS A (EST OF ACCURACY OF THE CALCULATIONS, 
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U A n • N 0 H M A I... A F;' I-' K11A CI--I 0 A I... U F- A R IC I' U E D A T ( h ) 
FOUICFEE COEFFC COEFICFCIEN TS OF SIN TERMS LISTED EFRST 
R E s :i: n u A I.. S ? i... i s • r i;;: D :i: N S A M E G R D E F< A S I N P U r P G :I: N T S < M >, 
LAST VALUE PRINTED IS SUM GF THEIR SQUARES, 
X! DISTANCE FROM CONTACT POINT IN UNDEEORMED STATE 
WRITE(6^)FTR:I:AL?GAM 
WRITE (6 v .1.50) 
F 0 Fv'MA T ( 5 X v " I" G U RIE R C G E F FI CIE N T S : " ) 
WRITE;:(6?*) < Q C I > y :i>:i. Î...L:« 
WRITE(6,250) 
FORMAT(5Xy "RESIDUALS I ") 
WR:I:TE( Ay*) (RES( I > y c c yi...i) 
WEITFC AyXOTE 
WRITE(6*550) 
W R I T E ( 6 v 4 5 0 ) ( X I' IN ( I ) y P • I ) y I::;: I y N l::') 
F G R M A T CI. 0 X y u X < M > '' , ;|. () X v " I-' R E S S U R E ( N / M *: * 2 ) " / ) 
FORMAT ( ?X y FI 0,5? I OX y EI I , 4 ) 
WRITE(6yS50) 
IE USER WANTS CALCULATED FILM THICKNESS AT EACH INPUT 
POINT ENTER I, OTHERWISE ENTER 0* 
F G R M A T ( 5 X y " E N T E R I F" G R l::' IL M T H I C K N E S S " ) 
READ (4 ?»ONP 
IF (NFC NFC I ) GO TO 93 
WRITE C C 750) 
F G R M A T ( I 2 X - "X ( M ) " y V X v " F11... M T H I C K N E S S ( M ) " / ) 
W RI T E ( A y 4 5 0 ) ( X (I ) •> H C ( I ) v I ": I y I. I ) 
WRITE(6yB50) 
IF USER WANTS CALCULATED FILM THICKNESS AT OTHER POINTS 
IN OR NEAR CONTACTy ENTER I, OTHERWISEC ENTER (C 
!:" 0 R M A T ( 5 X , " E N T E R I F-" 0 R A D D ' J... F .'I." I... M 1" H I C K N E S S " ) 
READ<4?*)NP 
IF (NFC NFC I )STOP 
ENTER LOCATION OF DESIRED FILM THICKNESS CALCULATION, 
TO STOP PROGRAM ENTER UALUE > 20, 
READMy* )XX 
IF(XXCGT*20* )STGP 
XT CI. )••••:XX-fOFST 
BETA I ( :l. )C<TCI. )/R:l. 
C A I... I... C Y I... ( A I... P I y B E T A I y N y M v I y A I ) 
IF(IFLAG*EQ,0)GO TO <Ci 
C A I... I... F:' I... A T E ( A y X T' y N y M y ;| , A 2 ) 
00 TO 9 6 
DETA2( I C^XTCI. )XR2 
C A I... I... C Y I... C AI... P 2 y B E T A 2 y N :• n v I y A 2 ) 
DC) 9 ? I "•• :l. y I...I... 
SI... ( I v I )"" ( A I ( I y I ) *K:!. •! A 2 ( I y I ) * K 2 ) # A / P I 
CONTINUE 
UA~;0*0 
DO 9 8 I •••••••:]. y LI... 
UACJAiSI. . . < I y I ) * Q ( I ) 
CONTINUE 
H1-1"- * 5 *: X X # X X * < 1. • / EI. •*• R .l." N ) •••• l.J A •- GAM 
U J E i n i ( 6 v 4 3 0 > X X y H H 
GO TO 9 4 
STOP 
END 
s u B E o u T :i: N I;;: G Y L < A L P ? B E T A » N * M T v i... i f A ) 
SUBROUTINE TO EI El... MATRIX COR RES POND ING TO CYLINDER 
DISPLACEMENTS, 
D J.' M E N S 1 0 N A ( 3 0 y 3 0 ) ? B E T A ( 3' 0 ) 
RE A I... M 
P : I>*K*ATAN< I , ) 
MM:"MT-:J. 
LI... •=•• M T - f N 
DO i o L - : I . vi...:i. 
NN-X) 
.1. E i ABS ( ;l. o - A B B ( BETA (I...) / A L P ) < , I...T • .1. • E - 1 0 ) NN ••=• 1 
C A I... C U I... A T E E l... E M E N T S C 0 R R E S P 0 N D I N G T 0 A N T I S Y M M E T P I C 
COMPONENTS 
D O :i.2 :i:••••:=:!.? N 
COEF:I.^:I'*P:I:/ALP 
XL^COEI:; :l.*( BETA (L)T ALE) 
CALL S I C O ( X L v S : l yCO:l. ) 
X L ^ C O E F l * ( BETA ( I . ) • • A L P ; 
CALL S T C 0 ( X l . . . y B 2 y C 0 2 ) 
I E ( H H „ N E , 1 ) 0 0 TO 16 
A1 -•- 0 , 0 
GO TO 13 
:!. 6 A1 ::=: ( ( - 1 • ) # * I - C 0 S ( C 0 E E1 * B E T A (I...) ) ) * A I... 0 G ( A B S ( ( B E T A (I...) 
.1 f A L P ) / ( B E T A ( L ) - A L P ) ) ) 
:l. 3 B :l. :=:: S I N ( C 0 E F 1 * B E T A (I...> ) .* ( S 2 -• S :l. ) 
C1 =:•• C 0 S ( C 0 E E :l. * B E T A (I...) ) * ( C 0 1 •••• C 0 2 ) 
A (I... y I )••••••••<! * / : i : ) # < A :l. f B 1 •! u :l. ) 
12 CONTINUE 
CALCULATE ELEMENTS CORRESEONDING TO SYMMETRIC COMPONF. 
DO 14 JĴ /l.yMT 
:i>\..U ••••:!. 




XL-COEE 2* (ALP-BETA (I ) .) 
CALL S I C 0 ( X L y S 2 v C 0 2 ) 
A 2 •••••••• ( 2 » * M * < RI ) * * 2 / i M * % 2 * P .1' * % 2 f A I... P * * 2 ) ) * 
:l. S I N C H * P I ) X C 0 S ( A I... P ) * C 0 S ( B ET A (I... > ) 
I E ( N I U N E , 1 ) G O TO 2 0 
B 2 ••••••• S I N ( M * P I > * < 2 * # A I... 0 G ( 2 • >K A I... P ) -• A I... 0 0 ( 4 * ) ) 
C2-(K0 
GO TO 2 3 
2 0 B 2 ••••••; SIN ( M * P I ) * ( AI... 0 G ( A B S ( ( A I... P i B E T A (I. . . ) ) * ( A L l::' -• 
IBET 'Ad . . ) ) ) > - A L 0 G ( 4 * ) ) 
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i;2=:"S.i: N ( C0 E F 2 * B E IA ' I.. ')>*(' A EGG (ABS(( AEP T BE T A (I... > ) / 
1 (ALP-BETA (I... ) ) ) ) ) 
2 5 D 2 ••" S I N ( C 0 E F:' 2 * B E T A < I.. > > * < C 0 2 -• C 0 1 ) 
E 2 - ( -.1 • ) * C O S ( C 0 E F 2 * B E T A < I... > '> t ( S2f SI ) 





s u B R oi.i'»" :i: Ni.:;: Pi... A T E < A 9 x :> N * n T •> i... :i. y A N > 
SUBROUTINE TO FILL MATRIX CORRESPONDING TO PLATE 
DISPLACEMENTS 
D :i: M E N S :I: O N A N (3 o * 3 o> ? x (3 o> 
REAL M 
PI-4, *ATAN( I , ) 
MM""MT--;l. 
LL™MT4-N 
DO 10 L^.! vLJ. 
NN™0 
:i: F ( A B S < I , --ABC ( X t. I...) X A ) ) , I... T * 1 , E - 1 0 ) tttt^ I 
C A I... C U I... A 'I' !:'•' E I... E M E N T S C 0 R R E S P G N D .1." N G T 0 A N T I S Y M M E T R I C: 
COMPONENTS. 
DO .12 :i>:l. yN 
CGEFI^I^PIXA 
XL-CGEF:l.^( AfX(L) ) 
CALL SICO( XL v SI >• ("0:1. ) 
XL-C0EF1* ( A -X (!..) ) 
CALL SICO(XL vS2vC02) 
: I :F<NN*NE* :I. >GO TO :i.3 
A :i. •=" o , o 
GO TO 15 
1 6 A :l. "•" ( ( -• :l. * ) * 1 I •••• C 0 S ( C 0 E l:: .1. * X (I... ) ) > >k A I... 0 G ( A B S ( ( A T X (I...) ) / 
I (A- -XCL ) ) ) ) 
:l. '5 B :l. ™ (•- :l. • ) * S I N ( C 0 E F :l. * X (I..) ) * ( S I 4- G 2 ) 
C :l. ••"COS ( C O E F I >KX (I... ) )t< C O ;|. • G O 2 ) 
AN(l...v I )••••::< :!. • /.I )#( A I T B I H T L ) 
12 CONTINUE 
CALCULATE ELEMENTS CORRESPONDING TO SYMMETRIC COMPONENTS 
DO 14 JJ-lrMT 
:i>JJ~-:l. 
M^C2**IT1 • >/2« 
C0EF2^M*PIXA 
B™G]:N(COEF2#X<L J ) 
XL^C0FF2^CA4-X(L) ) 
CALL SICO(Xl...ySl vCOl ) 
XL""C0EF2*(A--X(I...) ) 
CALL SIC0(XLvG2*C02) 
: I :F<NN»NE» I >GO TO 20 
A 2 •••••• A I... 0 G < 2 • ) * ( 2 , * S I N ( M * P I ) ) 
B 2 - 0 , 0 
GO TO 2 5 
2 0 A 2»" A I... G G ( A B S ( ( A •••• X (I... ) ) / A ) > * ( S .'I.' N ( M * P I ) - S ) 
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ft 2- : : A I... (.') G ( A B S ( ( A f X (I...) ) / A ) ) # (. B 1 N < M * P1 ) 
;5 C2^-<- - : i . * > * s * < c o i - - - c o 2 > 
D2•••••••• (•- J. • ) * C O S ( C 0 E F 2 * X (I...) ) * ( S :l. -f S 2 ) 





SUBROUTINE B I C O O O B v G ) 
SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE S I N AND COS 
IE(ABS(X) • GT* .1 *E -12 ) GO TO 25 
S;::: 0 * 0 
0•••••" 0 • 0 
RETURN 
2 5 IF ( A B S < X > • I... T , 0 • 1 ) G 0 T 0 2 6 
SIC I IS A SUBROUTINE IH CDC MATH7GC 
CALL BICI (SvC»X> 
S"::S-KI. * 570796 
C"" ,577215 7 i A I.. 0 G ( A B S ( X ) ) •- C 
RETURN 




N S - - - I 
NT (>••() 
NTS^O 
FACT••••••= : l . , 
COUNT-XI . , 
E R O D ^ X 
DO 10 : i>2y : l0 




IFCN*EQ,1)G0 TO 15 
N-l 
IF (NS,EQ, --I > T E R M ^ T E R M 
NS------NS 
S-"Si TERM 
IF ( ABS (TERM/B ) , LT ,. 1 , E7 5 ) NTS-" 1 
GO TO 1 1 2 
5 N ™() 
IFCNC7 E G u - . l > TEEM ••-••TEEM 
N O -NC 
O C T T E E n 
IF ( A B S ( T E R M 7 C ) * I.. T , 1 * I7 7> ) NIC-1 
12 :I:F(NT>:.:)\EQ*OM;«O TO 10 






SOLUTION OF NAVIER'S EQUATION IN TERMS 
OF BOUSSINESQ-PAPKOVICH POTENTIALS 
Navier's equation for the equilibrium of a linearly elastic, 
isotropic, homogeneous body with zero body forces is 
V2u + J^J VV-u = 0 (91) 
where u is the displacement vector. A general solution to equation 
(91) may be obtained in terms of the so-called Boussinesq-Papkovich 
potentials. The following derivation is similar to that found in 
Sokolnikoff [43]. 
According to Helmholtz1 Theorem (see [44]), any vector field, 
such as u, may be decomposed into the gradient of a scalar function 
and the curl of a vector function; i.e., we may write 
u = VA + V x B . (92) 
Since the decomposition defined in equation (92) is not unique, we 
may, for convenience, arbitrarily set 
V • B = 0 . 
Taking the divergence of both sides of equation (92) gives 
V • u = V2 A (93) 
I l l 
since the divergence of the curl i s zero. Using th is resu l t in 
Navier's equation (91) y ie lds 
V2G + —^ V(V2A) = 0 
This may be rewr i t ten as 
V I U + T4TT l-2v 
• ) 
(94) 
Equation (94) may be used to define the funct ion ijj; i . e . , 
</> = 2(T^y u + l-2v VA (95) 
where ^ is an a rb i t r a r y harmonic vector func t ion , 
V \p = 0 (96) 
Taking the divergence of equation (95) gives 
V- ty = 
W^P) 
v - G + 1 4 ^ v
2A 
If we substitute for V-u from (93), we get 
V-ijj = -
TU^TL 
? i ? v A + T^W v A rarv2ft 
i.e., 
v2 A = _ L|v v." (97) 
which is Poisson's equation for A. It may easily be shown that the 
particular solution to equation (97) is ^ - r-ijj where r is the 
position vector. Therefore, the general solution to equation (97) 
may be written as 
A = - ̂  (r-^+ <j>) (98) 
where <j> is an arbitrary harmonic function, 
V2^ = 0 . (99) 
Equation (98) may be used in equation (95) in order to express u in 
terms of the four harmonic functions-^ and the three cartesian 
components of ^ 
2Gu = V((J> + r-4̂ ) - 4(l-v)^ (100) 
Hence, equation (100) provides a general solution to Navier's 
equation (91) provided the functions <j> and ^are harmonic. Under 
most circumstances, <j> or any one of the components of ^ may be 
arbitrarily set to zero without loss anf completeness [39]. Since 
the mathematical study of harmonic functions is well developed, 
this formulation provides a convenient means for solving three-
dimensional elasticity problems. 
APPENDIX E 
SPHERICAL BIPOLAR AND SPHERICAL POLAR 
COORDINATE SYSTEMS 
Spherical bipolar coordinates were used in some of the 
calculations involved in Chapter IV. Specifically, the singular 
portion of the radial surface displacement was obtained by 
expressing c|>, and iK in equation (58) in terms of their bipolar 
coordinates, and evaluating the vector equation (52) for the 
bipolar components of the displacement. The advantage of this 
particular choice of coordinates, as will be shown presently, lies 
in the fact that the two poles of the coordinate system may be 
made to coincide with the points of application of the concentrated 
loads. 
Bipolar coordinates (x-j,x2,x3) may be defined by their trans^ 
formation equations from cartesian coordinates (X,Y,Z) as follows 
r sinx? 
X = coshx] - cosx2
 c o s x3 
r sinx0 




1 = • coshx1 - cosx2
 ( 1 0 1 ) 
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where -°° < x-, < °°, 0 < x~ < TT, 0 < x. < 2TT, and r is a positive 
constant. As expressed in this form, the bipolar coordinates form 
a system axisymmetric about the Z-axis. Some surfaces x, = constant 
and x? = constant on a half-plane x. = constant are shown in 
Figure 23. It is noted that the coordinate surface x~ = TT/2 is a 
sphere of radius r . Hence, the radial component of displacement 
on the surface of the sphere is the x?-component of the displacement 
vector evaluated at x? =TT /2. This displacement component is 
obtained by first expressing <J>., and ip, in equation (58) in terms of 
(x-pX^x-,) by using the relations that 
-y2 x/2 
v 2 r e (coshx-, - cosx0 - sinhx-,)e o I c V 
P] 1/2 c "i /—— TJ2 
[coshx-, - cosx2] v 2 [coshx-, - cosx?] ' 
_ x /2 -x/2 
V 2 r e (cosxQ - coshx-, - sinhx-,)e ci _ L I 1' 
^2 1/2 2 /— 1/2 
[coshx-, - cosx^] ' V 2 [coshx-. - cosx?] ' 
where p,, p«, c-, and c? are those quantities which are defined in 
Figure 15, and which appear in equations (58). The vector equation 
(52) was then used to obtain the x?-component of displacement in 
terms of <t>-,, -̂., and their derivatives with respect to x-. , x? and 
x3. In so doing, it was necessary to obtain the appropriate 
expression for the gradient in bipolar coordinates, which required 




X = / T 
x=0 
** ,=>: 
Plane of Figure: 
x3=Constant 
Figure 23. Spherical Bipolar Coordinates 
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equations (101). The x?-component of displacement so obtained was 
then evaluated for x~ = TT/2 to yield the radial surface displacement 
given in equation (62) in the text. Hence, the determination of the 
singular portion of the radial surface displacement is a straight-
forward operation using spherical bipolar coordinates; the algebra 
necessary to obtain this expression was, however, quite cumbersome. 
The advantage of using this particular coordinate system derives 
from the fact that the singular points of the coordinate system 
coincide with the singular loading points. 
The residual portion of the radial surface displacement 
was obtained with the use of spherical polar coordinates (y-|,y2,yo)-
The coordinate system is defined in terms of its transformation 
equations with the cartesian (X,Y,Z) system by 
X = y1 siny2 cosy3 
Y = y-, siny2 siny3 
Z = y1 cosy2 
where 0 < y-. < °°, 0 < y? >T\ 0 < y<>
 < IT . The coordinate surface 
y-, = r represents a sphere of radius r . The radial component 
of surface displacement is therefore obtained by evaluating the 
y-, -component of the displacement vector at y, = r . Potential 
functions <j>p and ^2 given by equations (59) are expressed in terms 
of spherical coordinates (y-i,y2,y3) by noting from Figure 16 that 
PQ = y] ; c = cos y2 
Equation (52) was then used to obtain the y,-component of displace-
ment by expressing the displacement in terms of 4>p, ̂ „, and their 
derivatives with respect to y, , y„, and y~. As before, this involved 
obtaining the expression for the gradient in spherical polar 
coordinates, for which it was necessary to evaluate the metric 
coefficients from transformation equations (102). The radial 
component of displacement was then evaluated at the surface of the 
sphere, y, = r , to obtain equation (63). 
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APPENDIX F 
LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAM 
FOR THREE-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
A documented listing of the computer program developed for 
calculating the EHD pressure distribution in the three-dimensional 
case appears on the following pages. The input data required by the 
program include the elastic constants for the sphere and the half-
space; the radius of the sphere; the total normal load on the system; 
the film thickness at a specified number of points and the locations 
of these points, measured from the point of contact in the undeformed 
state; the number of terms to be used in the pressure expansion; and 
the location of assumed inlet and outlet points. 
The program returns the computed coefficients of the pressure 
series; the residuals computed at each input point; and the pressure 
calculated at specified intervals throughout the EHD region. 
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P R 0 G R A M P D I S T ( E y D A I y I N F:' U T y 0 U T P U T y T A F' E 3 ••••••= F y T A F:' E 4 •••••• D A "I y 
:i. r A i::' E 5 ™ :i: N I:* U T > T A P E 6 ™ o u T p u T > 
PROGRAM TO COMPUTE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION IN A THREE-
DIMENSIONAL EHD ZONE EROM EILM THICKNESS DATA, 
DIMENSION RI (60) vTHJ. (60) yH<60) ?A.I. (60*50) ?A(6()y50)y 
1. B1 ( 60 ) f D ( 50 ) y SA ( 50 ) v I PR ( 50 ) , B ( 60 ) ? RES (60) > 
2XC(20) fYC(20)rN! (!()> 
COMMON/B/RO y R r A/C/C:l. y 02 
INPUT DATA 
N NO, OF DATA POINTS 
M NO* OF TERMS IH SERIES FOR PRESSURE 
N2 HIGHEST EXPONENT OF COS IN PRESSURE SERIES 
E TOTAL LOAD 
XINy.XOUT INLET* OUTLET POINTS y MEASURED FROM POINT 
OF CONTACT IN UNDEFORMED STATE 
N :l. ( I ) HIG H E S T E X P 0 N E N T 0 F R 0 0 R R E S P 0 N DIN G T 0 
COS**(I-:l.) TERMS 
DATA FDR SPHERE 
EI MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 
PRI POISSON'S PATIO 
R RADIUS 
DATA FOR PLATE 
E2 MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 
PR2 POISSON'S RATIO 
FILM THICKNESS DATA 
XvY LOCATION OF IT'H DATA POINT. MEASURED FROM 
POINT OF CONTACT IN UNDEFORMED STATE 
H ( I ) F11... M T HIC K N E S S A T T H A T I.. 0 C A TI0 N 
READ ( 4 y * ) N r M , N2 v F , XIN y XOUT 
N2.1.-----N2-M 
R E A D ( 4 y * ) (N.I. ( I ) y l>: l . v N 2 I ) 
EEAD(4y>k)E : l . y P R I ,R 
R E A D ( 4 y > ! O E 2 y P E 2 
D F S T - - - * 5 * ( X : I : N - } - X O U T ) 
RO-~*S* (XOUT-~X: I :N) 
DO .1.9 :i>:l. yN 
R E A D ( 4 y > K ) X ? Y v H ( I ) 
X T - X + O F S T 
R I ( I ) ™ S a R T ( X T * X T - f Y * Y ) 
I F ( R : l . ( I ) • !...!• I •£'•••• .1.0) GO TO 1.8 
TH.1. ( I ) ^ A T A N 2 ( Y y X l ) 
GO TO 19 
8 T H I ( 1 ) ^ 0 * 0 
9 CONTINUE 
NR--AO 
G.1."-=E:l./(2**< I • +PR:I. ) ) 
G2~E2/<2*#< I ,-IPR2) ) 
C I ••••• ( ( :l. , --PR I ) / G I f < .1. , --PR2 ) / G 2 ) /6 • 2 8 3 1 9 
C 2»" ( ( ( I 6 * * P R I - 4 • ) * P R I •••• 9 * ) % P R:!. •{• 2 • ) / ( G I % 2 5 * 1.3 2 7 4 * R ) 
NP:!.™N + 2 
MP.1.---M-M. 
CALL SUBROUTINE TO FILL MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS 
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C A I... I... A R R A Y ( NP :l. 9 M P :l. » N :l. v N 2 1 v R :l. y T H :L ) 
R.TGHT HAND S I D E OF EQUATIONS I S D ( I ) 
DO 10 ."I! ••••••! y N 
B< :i: >^H( 1 )--«5#R:I. < :i: >*R:I. (i )/R 
CONTINUE 
B(NP:I. )••=••:F 
DO 15 1-1 y NF:,:l. 
B.I. ( I ) - B ( I ) 
DO 15 J==:l. yMPI 
A:I. (1 v J ) ^ A ( 1 fj) 
CONTINUE 
GALE SUBROUTINE FOR SOLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
G 0 R R E S P 0 N D I N G T 0 M I N I M I Z A T 1 0 N 0 F R E S I D U A I... S • L S Q H T S 
CONTAINED IN CDC MATH-SCIENCE LIBRARY, PRESSURE 
G 0 E F FICIE N 7 S R E T U R N E D IN B (I ) • 
C A I... I... I... B « H T S ( A y N R y N F:' :l. y M F' I ? D > S A 9 I P R y B v I E R ) 
WRITE ( 6 v .1.50) 
WRITE(3*150) 
P R I N T C 0 E F F I C I E N T S ? T 0 7 A I... I... 0 A D , R E S I D U A I... S 
F 0 R M A T ( 5 X 9 " P R E S S U R E C 0 E F F I C I E N T S " ) 
WRITE (Ay*) ( B ( I ) y ]>I yMPI ) 
W R I T E c ? y * ) (B( i) v :i>:i. ?MP.I ) 
COMPUTE TOTAL LOAD 
FC"-0*0 
D O 1? I ••••::l. ? M 











DO 55 ]>.l. yNP.1. 
RES ( I >::::B.1. ( I ) 
DO 5 5 J-J. rMP.I. 
R E S ( I ) ••"RES ( I ) •-AI ( I !• „.!) *B (J) 
CONTINUE 
W R I T'E <6vt) ( R E S ( I ) y I -̂  :l. y N P I ) 
W R I T E < 3»%)( R E S ( D M I ̂  :l. v NF:':l. ) 
WEITE( 6y 350) 
SPXvSPY SPACING BETWEEN POINTS AT WHICH THE PRESSURE 
IS TO BE COMPUTED 
F 0 R M A T • 5 X r " E N T E R S R X v S F:' Y * E 0 R N 0 G A I.. G • y E N T F R 9 0 0 , .. 
200, " ) 
1 
E E A D C 5 y > k ) S P X y S P Y 
:I:F<SPX*GT*RO>GO T O 90 
W R I T E (6*4ISO) 
WRITE(3y450) 
FORMAT( / / IOX 9 "X" vSXy "Y u y 1 O X y " P v / ) 
COMPUTE PRESSURE AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS 
N X == I' N T (-- X I N / S P X ) f I N I ( X 0 U T / S P X ) -f 3 
N Y = I N T ( R O / S P Y ) + 2 
XCCI. ) - X I N 
X C ( 2 ) ^ ~ I N T ( ~ X 0 < 1 > / S P X ) * S P X 
NX1==NX-1 
DO 9.1. I>3rNX.I . 
XCCi : )™XC(I - l )+SF : , X 
CONTINUE 
XC<NX)==XC)UT 
YCCI. ) ••=••()•() 
NY1 •=•"• NY • - ! 
DO 9 2 I~2yNY: l . 
Y C < : I : ) ™ Y C < i • • • • : ! . )+SPY 
CONTINUE 
Y C < N Y ) » R O 
I F < A B S ( X C ( N X ) ~ - X C ( N X 1 ) ) • L T * :l. • E---.1.0 ) N X ^ N X I 
:i: F- ( A B S ( Y C ( N Y ) •••• Y C ( N Y1 ) ) • I... T * :l. * E -• .1.0 ) N Y •-• N Y .1 
NS :••==:!. 
I F ( A B S ( XC ( I ) - -XC ( 2 ) ) • I...T • .1. * E•••• :L 0 ) N S ^ 2 
DO 9 3 J - : l . yNY 
DO 9 3 J>NSyNX 
X T ^ X C C I H O F S T 
R C =••: S 0. R 7 ( X 7 * X T -f Y C < J > * Y C < J ) ) 
I F ( R C , G T , R O ) 0 0 TO 9 3 
I F ( E C + GT*:I. • £.' - 1 0 ) 0 0 TO 94 
P H O O . O 
GO TO 9 5 
P H O A T A N 2 ( YC( . J ) v X T ) 
CALL SUBPROGRAM TO COMPUTE PRESSURE y GIVEN THE 
COEFFICIENTS 
PC™PRESS ( M v NI y N 2 :l. 9 B v E C y P M C ) 
PRINT PRESSURE AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS 
WRITE ( 6 v 550 ) XC ( I ) y YC (,J) y PC 
WRITE ( 3 9 550 ) XC ( I ) , YC (J) y PC 
FORMAT(5X yF? <4 y 2X y F?•4 y 5X yFB•0) 
CONTINUE 
UIRITE(6y650) 
FILM THICKNESS AT ANY LOCATION <XyY> MAY BE CALL 
FROM COMPUTED PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION BY ENTERING 
l:" 0 R M A T ( 5 X v " F 0 R F 11... M T H I C K N E S S y E N T E R X y Y , " / 
5 X y " E I... S E E N 7 E R 2 0 0 • y 2 0 0 * u ) 
DO 75 I ::=: .1. 9 20 
REA D ( 5 v * ) X y Y 
IF'X*GT*100,)G0 TO 79 
XT-X-fOFBT 
122 
l-l 0:::: 0 v 0 
RHD^S-QRT»;XT*XT iY*Y ) 
:I:F(RHQJ...T» I , I;;-IO:>GD T O ?I 
PH:I.':=: A T A N 2 ( Y V X T ) 
GO TO 7 3 
PH:I>O,O 
NF-M 
R I C I . )^RHO 
T H l CI. ) ~ P H I ' 
C A I... L A R R A Y < N H » M P1 ? N :l. v N 2 1 9 R :l. ? T H :l. ) 
I-I 0 - • 5 * R H 0 * R I-I 0 / R f B ( M p :l. ) 
DO 77 J = : h H 
HO"--HO + A < I > J > * B < J ) 
CONTINUE 
UIRI TE ( 6 y 7^0 ) X » Y f H O 
W R I T E ( 3 * 7 S O ) X y Y y H O 
FORMAT ( 5X y F7,4 y 2X „ F 7 , 4 * 5X y 2PE:I. 0*2) 
CONTINUE 
WRITE ('6 » 850) 
PRESSURE AT ADDITIONAL LOCATIONS MAY BE OBTAINED 
DY ENTER I NO ( X >• Y ) 
F 0 R M A T ( 5 X ? " F 0 R A D D ' I... I::' l\' E S S U Ft E > E N T E R X v Y • " / 
I 5 X v " E L S E E N1" E R 2 0 0 , y 2 0 0 , " ) 




IF(EHO,GT* .1.00* )G0 TO 41 
IF<RHO.LT* I • E-:I.O>GO TO 2.5 
PH :i> A TAN2(Yy XT) 
GO TO 27 
P H :i>o,o 
PREPRESS ( M J- Nl 9 N21 , B r RHO v PH.l' ) 
W R I T E ( 6 v ? 5 0 ) X ? Y y P R 
WRITE(3??'oO)Xy YJ-PR 




S U B R 0 U T I N E A R R A Y ( N P1 » M l;:' .1 y N 1 y N 2 :l. » R1 * I I-I 1 ) 
SUBROUTINE TO FILL MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS 
D I M E N S 1 0 N S ( 2 ) v A ( 6 0 y3 0 ) v R1 ( N F:' 1 ) ? T I-I 1 ( N P1 ) J- N1 ( N 21 ) 
COMMON/A/I... 1 y I...2 r RI--I, Pl-I 
C 0 M M 0 N / B / R 0 y R y A / C / C1 •> C 2 









I... 1 v 
i::- Q 
PONENTS OF R, COS FOR A PARTICUI 
D C ) 1 5 I••••••• 1 f N 2 : 1 . 
J l ^ N l < I ) /2T: l . 
L 2 <i:-•! . 
L 2 T - 2 * ( L 2 / 2 > 
. I F - ( L 2 . E . : : Q » O ) G O TO 21 
I F ( L 2 ' T \ E Q * L 2 ) G 0 TO 2 2 
A L 2 ^ 0 , 0 
GO TO 25 
A I... 2^6 • 28319 
AL3^AL2 
GO TO 25 
A L 2 - A L 3 * ( L 2 - 1 • >/!... 2 
AL3^AL2 
N l I - N l ( I ) 
DO 15 ,1^1 y N i l 
E l - T . . 2 f 2 * ( J--1 ) 
:i: :i. ••- i :i. T :i. 
I E ( I I • G i W ' D G O TO 1 6 
A E 1 •••••-•• ( : U / (I... 1 1 2 * ) •••• 1 , / ([.. 1 +4 , ) ) * R O # R O 
ROW (NR1) CORRESPONDS TO TOTAL EGAD CONDITION 
A(NE1?I1)^AE1*AL2 
ROW (Nil) CORRESPONDS TO SETTING GRADIENT TO ZERO 
AT INLET 
A ( N i l 9 I I )-<•••• .1. ) * # L 2 
D O 2 0 K••••:::l.?N 
RH-----R.1. ( K ) 
PH™TH:l.(K) 
CALL SUBPROGRAM TO PEREORH NUMERICAL INTEGRATION, 
GMI CONTAINED IN CDC MATH-SCIENCE LIBRARY 
A ( K y 11 > - G M I ( F U N G y F L O W y UF;' 9 S y M1 ) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
D O 1 2 J :=:•  .I > N 





SUBPROGRAM TO EVALUATE INTEGRAND-REQUIRED FOR USE 
WITH GMI 
C 0 M M 0 N / A /1... 1 y I... 2 y R1 , T H / B / R 0 y R / C / C1 y C 2 
DIMENSION X(2) 
GO TO (10,20) v J 
FUNOl,0 
GO TO 30 
CK:l.^X(2>*SINCX( 1 ) ) 
CK2-":R:l. -X(2)>KC0S(X( 1 ) ) 
IF ( ( C K :l. # C K1 f C K 2 >K C K 2 ) , G T •<:!.• E •- 3 0 ) ) G 0 T 0 2 4 
R FT-0,0 
PFhXKO 
GO TG 25 
R l-l ̂  S Q R T \' X < 2 ) # X ( 2 ) i F>: 1 1 R 1 •• 2 , * X ( 2 > * F? 1 # C 0 S •; X < 1 ) ) ) 
PH-THTATAN2(CK1 yOK2) 
RHD-EH/RO 
IE(LI•EG*0>GO TO 92 
F"ACJ.=--RHi:i**l...l 
GO TO 93 
FACl = :l. • 
IE(L2»EQ,0)GG TO 94 
F"AC2 = C0S(PH)**L2 
GO TO 95 
FAC2-:l. ,0 
F I N - ( I • •••• R H JD * R1-1D ) * l:- A C .1. * F" A G 2 
I E ( X ( 2 ) • GT* C U E - 2 0 ) ) G G TO 2 7 
FUN (>•••• CI. *F:'.I.'N 
GO TO 30 
E U N G ™ I-' I N * ( GI f G 2 * X ( 2 ) * A I... 0 0 ( X ( 2 ) / R ) ) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION EL GUI- JyX) 
SUBPROGRAM TO EVALUATE LOWER LIMIT OF INTEGRAL-
REQUIRED FOR USE WITH GMI 
GO TO ( I()y20) » J 
FLOW- -3*I 4159 




FUNCTION UF'< JyX) 
SUBPRORAM TO EVALUATE UPPER LIMIT OF INTEGRAL-
REQUIRED FOR USE WITH GMI 
C 0 M M 0 N / A /1... I y I... 2 ? R 1 / B /F? 0 
DIMENSION X(2) 
GO TO ( :l.()v20) yj 
UP-3, .1 415 9 
GO TO 30 
U P ™ R .1. # G 0 S ( X < :l. ) ) !• R 0 * S (3 R T ( :l. * •- (I-'!: I >K S J.- N ( X ( :l. ) ) / R 0 ) * >K 2 ) 
RETURN 
END 
F U N G T 1 0 N F:' R E S S C M y N 1 y N 2;!. v F-' y F< H y T H ) 
SUBPROGRAM TO COMPUTE PRESSURE AT ANY LOCATIONy 
GIVEN l::'RESSURE COEFFICIENTS 







DO :l.5 1-1 yN2:l. 
Jl-Nl (I )/2il 
I.. 2-1-1 
N I I - N I (i > 
DO 15 ,1-1, Nil 








I F ( I t *GT<. M)GO TO 16 
IF (LI • E Q . O G O TG 9:1. 
F'AC1--RHD**L.1. 
(3(3 TO 9 2 
F AC 1.^1 • <) 
I F ( L 2 * E Q * 0 ) G 0 TO 9 3 
F A C 2 ^ C * * L 2 
GO TO 94 
FAC2-.1. • <) 






DETAILS OF THE EHD SIMULATOR 
The film thickness data used for the pressure calculation in 
Chapter IV was generated by H. S. Nagaraj [36] using the experimental 
EHD apparatus in the Tribology and Rheology Laboratory at Georgia 
Institute of Technology. Some details of this experimental rig are 
provided below. 
Sphere 
Material - AISI 52100 (chromium steel) 
Young's modulus - 207 GPa 
Poisson's ratio - 0.3 
Diameter - 31.8 mm 
Plate 
Material - synthetic sapphire 
Young's modulus - 365 GPa 
Poisson's ratio - 0.25 
Fluid 
Material - naphthenic base oil Nl 
Viscosity at 38°C - 2.2 x 10~2 Ns/m2 
Viscosity at 99°C - 3.2 x 10"3 Ns/m2 
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